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Educators Heartily Endorse
Constitutional Amendment
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We've_ moved. In fact, we ve
been in a state of movint and
still are, since October 1, and you
ean take it from us moving is not
a word, its a sentence. But be
that as it may, our new home
in the Highlands, in just these
short weeks has proven that there
just "ain't no place like home."
Living in the Highlands has
brought out the rural instincts
in our nature, which we might
add multiplies each morning as
we look across the wide expanse
of woods-land in our back-yard.
That look too, of mornings reminds us, that our chickens, all
six of them have caught the
trend of the Nation and have refused to lay even one egg a day.
And as if in keeping with the
soft coal strikes. whenever they
do lay, the shells of the eggs are
as soft as tissue.

J. C. Lawson And Other Educators Approve
Educational Amendment After Thorough
Study Of Plan; Will Help Schools
In a telephone conversation with the editor of the News, J. C.
Lawson, county superintendent of schools said that he had reversed
hie previous stand on the proposed amendment dealing with allocation of school funds.
He said: "I now have sufficient guarantee that the proposed amendment will not only put a "floor" on the per capita allocation,
but will tend to perhaps increase*
the school funds already being be more than they are now
getreeeived in this county."
• ting.
At a meeting on October 12
The Governor has maintained
county school teachers previous- this promise during his adminily went on record as opposing stration. .0n May 13, 1949, he
the amendment on the grounds wrote Hon. Adron Doran in part
that it would reduce the amount as follows:
of,money now available to this
"The 1949 regular session of
county for school purposes.
the General Assembly authorizMr. Lawson said that Henry ed the submission of an amendChambers, president of the Ken- ment to be voted upon at
the
tucky Editorial Association talk- coming November general
eleced with Governor Clements on tion to raise the ceiling for
equalTuesday and that the Governor izatain funds. Should
this amendassured Mr. Chambers that the ment receive voter approval,
I
Administration was solidly in shall recommend to
the 1950 regfavor of maintaining the present ular session of the
General Asper capita allocation. This as- sembly a per capita
allocation
surance guarantees the county not less than that contained
in
school system of at least the the present budget."
The pressame amount of money, and may ent minimum allocation per
cap.
ita is $28.60.

We harbor a secret reasoning
that there is only one among the
flock doing the laying, but not
being up on our chicken-pathology, we cannot identify the
chicken v,.ith the egg. We are
told, however, that experts at the
various feed houses around town,
can tell eggsactly which of the
hen-hussies are doing the producing, but somehow we're a little afraid to know the truth.
We'd much rather think they had
When C. R. Young went to
gone. on an alternate schedule,
work as a clerk in the chief diseach laying every sixth day.
patcher's office at Fulton, 45
Appropriately. we think, we years ago, he wanted to learn
have named the place the Fourth more about railroading, so he
Estate, which as you know is the went to J. W. Meehan. chief disterm applied to the newspaper patcher, and asked him if he
business. Paul thinks that maybe could recommend some good
we should call the home-stead books to read.
"Go down to Albert Smith's
the Four's Estate, but then that's
a little premature. Frankly its restaurant," recommended the
a litle of both, for within the chief dispatcher, "and you'll learn
confines of its walls all of our all you need to know about a
planning and prospects for a long railroad."
The young clerk took the adand happy life here is done. It
isn't an estate really, itrjust a vice. Most of the railroad men
tremendously comfortable home in town stopped in at the restauwith trees and a lawn and all Plc. rant along the tracks for a piece
little additions that will make of raisin pie and a cup of coffee. 'Cy" Young listened to their
life pretty happy for us.
conversations. He heard discusR. Paul. HI. enjoys the place sions ori how a given situation
to the utmost. He's four days past was handled, and how it should
two nmv. and while he's walking, have been handled. He learned
his language at this early sta4.• that by rearranging certain train
is a little beyond us. Jabbecinii ,chedules, connections could ty;
constantly, and keeping up what made with other railroads and
he calls a conversation in his un- business thereby increased. He
known tongue. we have finallv learned that by reassigning work
isolated the origin of his speeeti which had been handled in a rouIts chicken-latin of course. It '13(1 tine way for years, a lot of lost
to be. We have no pigs, so it motion could be eliminated. He
heard stories of accidents. many
couldn't he pig-latin.
of them fatal, and he learned
Missing him from beyond our the details of why they happenfeet on the many pretty days en.
At Smith's restaurant he estabwe've had this October, v,-e can
readily find him near the chick- lisheci the habit of listening to
en-house conversing intelligent- men who were doing the job and
ly with the hens. At each simple of weighing their ideas. It was a
cluck-cluck of the hen, R. Paul lesson he never forgot.
answers in his more complex jaber-jaher-jaber. They have a won- Fifty Years of Happiness
derful time and so do we. If you
ever see our youngster when he To Be Celebrated Sunday
adds a few more years to his now
Although no formal invitations
tender ones and- he says to you have been issued, the many
how-ya, are-ya, ou-yazasettin-ya friends of Mr. and Mrs. L. M.
along-ya, then you'll- know that
Roberson are invited to attend
its the Highlands-slittgo.
_
their Golden wedding anniv_ersary reception to be held at their
Last spring when enterprising
home on Sunday from two until
Si Elvert, operator of the Fulton
five and at seven in the evening.
Motor Court, took over the opThe Robersons were married
eration of Foy's Motor Court in
on October 29, 1899 and are aladdition, he inherited a bunch of
reacty receiving the hearty conlive ducks along with the two
gratulations of their innumerable
ponds on the premises, and his
friends.
intimate association with "Duckology" during the summer may
be the basis for his latest venture.

HE LEARNED ABOUT
RAILROADING HERE

Si. is now the owner, manager,
chief promoter and head greeter for a newly-organized venture
here called the "Fulton Duck
Club" . . . . which has its own
camp, guides, boats, motors,
blinds and equipment to furnish
the mid-western
businessman
with a sojourn into duck hunting
in the Obion river bottoms during the 40-day hunting season.
Si am-I his venture made the
front page of the Jackson (Tenn.)
Sun last Sunday, not only because he hails from there, but
also because the chairman of the
board of the First National Bank
there holds reservation number
One out of 100 reservations already on file.
The 600-acre preserve and
camp is located between Union
City and Kenton on highway
45-W.

mmoimiampime

HE N'EW

The Preferred
Reading In Most

This assurance by the Governor throv,'s an optimistic light
on the educational situation in
Kentucky, and tends to greatly
assist the State's educational future.
W. L. Holland, superintendent
of Fulton City Schools told the
News that not only the educational amendment, but the salary amendment would greatly assist the schools in Kentucky, in
that the salary amendment would
make available more competant
leadership. for Kentucky's educational system.
Mr. Lawson said that he would
call a meeting of county school
(Continued on page 12)

Annual Bridge Party Of
Woman's Club Nov. 15
The
annual
Thanksgiving
bridge party sponsored each
year by the Woman's Club will
be held this year on November
15, Mrs. Fred Homra, chairman
announced today. With Mrs. Gilson Latta as co-chairman of the
event, the ladies promise that
the party this year will be bigger and better than ever.
Bridge, bingo and other games
will be played, and of course a
big-fat gobbler will be there
ready to be taken home by some
lucky player.
Plan now to attend the bridge
Party on November 15, at 7:30
p. m. at the Woman's Club.

Are Folks Neighborly?
Shucks .. Just Ask
That Family
From 100 lo 150 generous
friends and neighbors of Mr.
and Mrs. Buster Shuck vvere
present at a shower given last
Thursday night for the couple
and their children at the Lodgeston School.
The shower was arranged for
the family following the total
destruction of their home, smoke
house, brooder house, and all of
their personal effects in a disastrous fire the preceding Monday, and the 100-odd contributions included linens, silver, dishes, clothing, food, bedding, money and furniture. Contributions
and gifts continued to arrive all
this week, the grateful family reports.
Mr. and Mrs. Shuck and their
two children, Linda and Jimmy
are at present living in a tent
beside the farm barn, anci they
report conditions "comfortable"
despite the cramped quarters.
The farm is located on Highway
94 about a mile this side of Cayce.
Neighbors, friends, the American Legion and the Veteran's
Class at Cayce have all volunteered their services in erecting
another home for the family, and
it is planned to rebuild immediately, stated Mr. Shuck this
week.
The family has expressed their
gratitude for the assistance given
them during their catastrophe,
and Mr. Shuck stated that the
Fulton Fire Department did a
good job in saving his grade "A"
dairy barn.

DIAL SYTSEM IN
VIEW FOR ICRR
Preparations are being made
by officials of the Illinois Central Railroad in connection with
the Southern Bell Telephone
Company to install a dial telephone system throughout the local office system, the Ni ws learned from a relibale scor,c,- today.
The railroad company is at present being served by a PBX board,
which serves nearly all local offices.
Officials of the company could
not be reached for comment, but
it is learned that the system
would be installed as soon as the
equipment is furnished by the
telephone company.
ARRIVES IN FULTON
Charles Lee, who has been
stationed in Jackson, Tennessee
as a caller for the Illinois Central Railroad, has arrived in Fulton this week to begin his new
duties here as clerk to the general foreman.
Lee replaces Mrs. Mary Alice
Coleman in the position.
His
wife and child will remain in
Jackson, the News learned this

CITY WILL BE DRESSED LIKE CHRISTMAS
TREE IF PLANS OF YMBC GO THROUGH
A plan to "dress up the city
like a Christmas tree" is the plan
of the hard-working members of
the Young Men's Business Club.
if cooperation can be obtained
from other civic and cultural
groups in the city. (we know it
can--ed's note-)
On Tuesday night when a
dinner-meeting of the club was
held, a committee composed of
Gene Hoodenpyle, Harley Neal
and Joe Hall was appointed to

,.ontact the other gfoups with
reference to bringing good cheer
- and beauty to the city at Christmastime.
To do an elaborate job approximately $3000 is needed, but the
corner-cutting young business
men have ways and means to do
the same job with less money.
The club also decided to bring
current the city's industrial survey with the idea of presenting
it to prospective industries seeking factory sites in this area.

Best Covs5age
Of The Fulton
Trading Area

Number Forty-Three

Dean Stahr Tells Audience UK
Is Leading Kentucky's Progress
RUBY THOMPSON
SHOT, KILLED
IN PADUCAH FRAY

In Brilliant Address, Dean Of UK Law School
Points Out Strides Made By University;
Untold Benefits Received By Farmers

"Building a Greater Kentucky" was the theme of the
forceful
address made last night at the Cayce High School when
Elvis Stahr,
Pean of the University of Kentucky Law School spoke
to a large
and enthusiastic audience on the tremedous resources
abounding in
the
Funeral services for Mrs. Ruby
State today.
Thompson, formerly of this city,
The meeting was held to organize University of
Kentucky Alumni
who was shot and killed by hus- Association for Fulton and Hick
band Paul Thompson in Paducah man Counties.
Monday were held Wednesday
Dean Stahr spoke on the con- velopment in the tobacco in—
morning from the Whitnel Fu- stitutional • amendments to be dustry has resulted in $77,000,6011'
neral Home. Thompson, who told passed upon by voters in the No- increase in revenue to the farniPaducah police officers that he vember election. He touched on er." This tremendous revenue
and his wife had been having the salary limit amendment and comes about as a result of the
domestic troubles because of her was confident that it would pass. remedies for tobacco root rot and
problems
alleged affairs with other men, is
confronting
The brilliant speaker, howev- similar
being' held in the McCracken er spoke at length on two major Kentucky farmers. This work is
done
through
County jail charged with the subjects of interest to every loythe Extension Department of the university, which
shooting. Mrs. Thompson is the al Kentuckian. They were:
pays
the
salaries
of county agents
daughter of Mrs. Alice Killebrew
1. Improvement of Kentucky's
and home demonstration agents
and sister of Mrs. Lucille King, Government.
both of this city.
2. Kentucky's people and what who are constantly working with
A picture of dire poverty and the University of Kentucky has the farmers in crop improveincredibly poor living conditions contributed to the economic and ments.
He said further: "If it had not
were revealed by Bobby Thomp- cultural level of the State.
son and Charles Thompson, sons
Of the latter subject he said. been for the work done by the
of the deceased woman. Both "The University of Kentucky has extension department of the Unboys were witnesses to the shoot- given a minimum return of $10 iversity of Kentucky fanners
ing and said that Thompson kill- for every one dollar invested in would have received:
"$36,000,000 less for their corrt
ed their mother.
the University," he said. Facts
Thompson, an unemployed fac- and figures are available to sub- crop.
"$40,000,000 less for their dairy
tory worker, who drew a $145 stantiate this claim he revealed.
monthly check from Chrysler "In 1948 alone," he said, "the products.
Company of Muskegon, Mich., work done by the College of Ag"$33,000,000 less for their hogswhere .he formerly worked until riculture in research and de$8,500,000 less for sheep $40,he received an
injured
leg,
000,000 less for beef and $18,claimed that his wife was shot
000,000 less for poultry.
during a scuffle with him for
"Here in this area," he said
possession of the rifle. The shoot"direct results of the Extension
ing climaxed two days of arguing
Department's work can be seen
and fighting, he said.
in the outstanding strides made
Police officers said Thompson
in the development of hybrid
Cecil
Weatherspoon,
for 32 corn and the
accused his wife of going out
development of covyears
a
rural
mail
carrier
of
Ful- er crops, for which
with other men and of carrying
this section
ton
has
been
sentenced
to
two
on a love affair with a 14-yearis becoming famous."
years
in
the
Federal
penitentiary
old boy. Thompson said he and
Of the University's contribuhis wife returned to Paducah rec- for mail theft charge to which he tion to education he said:" The
pleaded
guilty.
Weatherspoon,
56,
ently from Muskegon, Mich.,
university is constantly develop-,
where he was enployed as a mill- was sentenced by Federal Judge ing new teaching methods and
Roy M. Shelbourne, who reftliped
ing inactune operator.
furnishing teachers with the Lvtthe defendant's request for..'ren- est
He said they quarreled Sunmaterial to balanie their
iency.
programs. It has taught the latday night before retiring.
The mail carrier, who would est
Mrs. Thompson, 38, was born
methods of food preparation,
have been eligible for retirement ,new
in South Fulton, on July 5, 1911.
uses for coal and other nain a short time, was accused of
tural resources of the State. It
She is the daughter of Mrs. Alice
what Post Office Inspector R. O. has
Rudisell Killebrew of Fulton,
surveyed every possible opSeeley called "kiting." He alportunity to bring new industries
and the late Columbus Green
legedly used clsh paid him for to
the State."
Killebrew, who died two years amoney orders for short periods
He pointed out, too, the needs
go.
of time, altering receipts to cover
Besides her two sons, her moth- up delay in proper distribution of the University and cited along
with its needs a glaring example
er and sister, here, she leaves of the funds. Government
offi- of what the university
has confour daughters, Mrs. Loraine cials charged him with
mis- tributed in qpncrete
returns.
Crane Thompson of Jackson, handling sums of money ranging
''The work done by the tobacco
wife of Billy Joe Thompson, who Irom $11 to $17.51.
laboratory alone has brought awormerly lived here, Shirley, 7,
Sentenced along with WeathJanie 5. and June Carol 2',
2: erspoon on the same charge was bout more revenue in one year"
than the State has contributed ta
three brothers, Thomas Kille- a 50-year-old colored
preacher the University over a
period of
brew of Hickman, Ky., and Clif- described by the government
as 25 years." He had reference
to
ford and Paul Killebrew of Mus- a "trusted employe of the
Pa- the $77,000,000 increase in
revkegon, Mich.; five sisters, Mrs. ducah post office for 19
years."
enue
to
the
tobacco farmer as a
Mary Hickman and Mrs. Imogene
The preacher, Bishop Arthur result
of new methods developed
Price of Hickman, Mrs. Bernice V. Ware, drew a sentence of
two for that crop.
Graves and Mrs.
Genevieve and a half years for stealing
He brought out the problems@
Place of Muskegon.
money from first class letters at facing
the University and illusthe Paducah post office.
trated the importance of educaMrs. Bushart, Kramer
tion to the State and to the Nation. He said: "The Indians had
On WENK Nov. 1
everything that we have today, as
far as natural resources are conMUrs. Ward Bushart, reprecerned. But it would have resenting the Citizen's Health Commained with only natural remittee and Theodore Kramer
representing the Rotary Club
The schofor rood_handlers. source had it not been for eduwill appear on Station WENK sponsored hese by tlre Fulton cated people to develop therm
at Union City Tuesday night No- Woman's Club and directed by Yes, the Indians had everything
vember 1, at eight o'clock to dis- the Fulton Co.iily Department but education," he said.
cuss the proposed Ky. Constitu- of Health and
Dean Stahr asked the support
the
Citizens'
tional Amendment to lift the Health Committee, concluded of his enthusastic audience ts
salary limit of state officers.
yesterday afternoon with thu support the schooLs, colleges am,
awarding of 29 certificates
to universities of the State in bringMrs. Bushart a member of the those
attending the full 4-day ing about a better State and a
State Speaker's Bureau asd Mr. course.
better world in which to live.
Kramer will discuss the subject
A total of 132 registered and
A color film of the university,
from the angle of the voter and attended
various courses, includ- was shown the guests. Dean
office-holder.
ing 40 employees of the I. C. din- Stahr was accompanied by Haming car service, with some com- ilton Tapp, assistant to the presing from as far distant as Chi- ident of the University of Kencago.
tucky.
The course was very successful, and all expressed themselves
Several spiritual songs were as having greatly benefited by it.
Seven local firms were representsung by a colored quartette.
The service closed with the 100 percent during the entire
course.
Song, "Bless Be The Tie" and the
The Woman's Club expresses
benediction.
their thanks to the Elks Club for
John Sherman Coorer. recentOut of town guests attending their kind co-operation in offer- ly appointed
United States repwere: Mr. and Mrs. Eston Dawes, ing the use of their quarters for resentative
to the United Nations
Mrs. Horace Davis, Roy Picker- the event.
Assembly, has accepte' .1 place
ing, Mrs. J. G. Strange, Mr. and
on the program of th,, Kentucky
Mrs. Loyal Murphey and son, MRS. ALFORD IN DYERSBURG Farm Bureau
Federation, get for
Loyal III, Mrs. Will Spradlin,
The many friends c3f Mrs. R.M. Nov. 20-23 in LoilQnvillre, anMrs. Dalton McWherter, all of Alfrird will be delighted to nounces J.
E. Stanford, executive Memphis, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. learn that she has been removed secretary.
He is to address the
Nall, Clinton, Mr. and Mrs. John from the Baptist Hospital in general session
on Tuesday mornO. Pasco, Mrs. J. D. Harpole of Memphis to Dyersburg, Tenn., ing. Nov. 22,
on the subjeck:Ther
Louisville, C. W. Miles, W. M. where she will recuperate at the United Nations
As A Medium Iry
Miles, Rev. and Mrs. J. David home of her daughter, Mrs. Bob Maintaining World
Peace."
Kidwell and daughters, all of Irvine Taylor.
To add to the internationdr
Union CAA Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
flavor of the convention, a repPayne, Misses Eddie Dee and Lo- POT LUCK SUPPER TONITE
restmtative of the Republic or
raine Parker, Mrs. E. S. Crokett, There will be a pot luck supper Mexico is
included in the proall of Paducah, R. P. Witty, Bir- at the South Fulton Home Econo- gram. Roberto de la
Rosa, Wenb.
mingharn, Ala., Mr. and Mrs. mics room, Friday night (tonight) can cultural agent in that
gooRichard Gregory and son, Dickie, at six o'clock, before the basket- ernment's St. Louis office,
viriN
of Princeton, Mrs. J. W. Eakin ball game. The supper will be for speak on his idea
of "'The Good
and son, J. W. Jr., of Martin, Miss the P.-T.A. members or any one . Neighbor Policy," during
the
Interested in the school. All Monday evening seeion of Nov.
(Continue on page 12)
teachers will be special guests.
21.

WEATHERSPOON
SENTENCED TO PEN

FOOD HANDLERS
SCHOOL'S SUCCESS

Flowers, Friends Feature Christian Church Anniversary
By Elizabeth Witty

The First Christian Church
celebrated its seventy fifth anniversary Sunday with all day
services.
The sanctuary was beautiful
with arrangements of white chrysanthemums and dahlias.
Two beautiful memorial baskets of white chrysanthemums
given in memory of Mrs. J. L.
Buckingham, by her children,
and Mrs. B. B. Stephenson and
Jimmy D. Stephenson, given by
Billy Stephenson, were in the
back of the sanctuary. The altar flowers were gifts of Killebrew's Florist Shop, Mrs. Jess
Nichols and Mrs. Clyde P. Williams.
The morning services began at
11 a.m. with an impressive worship service and communion of
We are much indebted to Har- The Lord's Supper.
ry Murphey for a copy of the
George Dodd, Jr., of Martin,
Weekly Fultonian, dated Decem- sang, "The Lost Chord," by Sullivan and a quartette composed
(Continued On Page 12)
of Mrs. Charles Gregory, Mrs.

Walter Voelpel, James Warren
and Charles Andrews, sang, "For
God So Loved The World," Stainer.
Mrs. H. B. Murphey gave "The
History of the Women's Work."
Her talk was very informative
and interesting, as she told of the
first Missionary Society organized and its work through the
years. The Woman's Missionary
Society celebrated its fiftieth anniversary three years ago.
Greetings from former pastors
and members were read by Rev.
Perry L. Stone, pastor of the
church. It included a greeting
from Rev. B. J. Cantrell, a former pastor who wag too ill to attend. He recently suffered a
stroke and is in a nursing home
in Birmingham, Ala.
Rev. Stone introduced the out
of town guests who were former
members of the Fulton Church.
Following the morning service
the guests were invited into the
chapel where a historical exhibit

aS shown. The exhibit was most
interesting as the first communion service was shown, pictures
of early leaders, record books
and old Bibles.
The guests were then invited
to the dining room where a lovely barbecue dinner was served
buffet style from long tables centered with beautiful arrangements of fall flowers. Around
two hundred enjoyed the fellowship dinner.

The afternoon service began at
2 p.m. opening with the Prelude,
"Be Thou Near," Bach, by the
organist,
Mrs. Steve Wiley.
Greetings were given from the
sistei churches.
A solo, "God Bless This House"
Taylor, Brake, Mrs, J. H. Covender.
Rev. J. David Kidwell, pastor
of the First Christian Church,
Union City, gave the anniversary
address, "The Past and the Future."

UN'S COOPER TO
SPEAK AT KFF

Friday, October 21, 1

Hunters Beware!

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Fulton, keutucky
Post Office Box 485
--------R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
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Early last week a farmer down around
Union City found one of his good heifers
dead from gunshot wounds.
A menober el the Kentucky Press Associations)
Early this week a farmer hereabouts
found one of his good mules dead of gunSubscription Rates 92 Per Year in Fulton,
Hickman. Graves Counties, Ky., and Cl
shot wounds.
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
Last week another business man-farmer
Thruout the United States, $2.50 per year.
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'the postal act of March, 1879.
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There it!. . nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy. like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.
FIBIAY,OCTOBER 23, 1949

- Vote FOR The Constitutional
Amendment On Nov. 8. 1949
FOCI' the past several weeks our mail has
been packed with news releases from very
svorthwhile state groups endorsing the proposed amendment to the State Constitution,
which would raise the salary limit of State
amployees. We have studied the various endorsements carefully and as a result we believe that the amendment should be approved
and the salary limit lifted_
•
A
We have noted instance after instance of
University, of Kenhicky trained technical per.sonnel leaving the State because of the higher salaries available for engineers, psychologasts, and administrators in other states, in
the federal government, and in private employment.
We have noted that 91 of Kentucky's
120 counties have no full-time public health
stfficer and are unable to hire them because
they must constitutionally receive less than
$5000.
We have rioted that the state tuberculosis
hiaspitals are not open and that the Commisitioner of Health, Dr. A. M. Lyon pointedly
states that the reason for this is the unavailability of doctors, nurses, and therapists at
Kentucky's. prevailing salary scale.
We have noted handicaps in Kentucky's
highways programs due to wholesale resignations at the top engineering level, resigra%ions to take jobs elsewhere at 50 to 100 persent higher salaries.
We have noted particularly that
even
-with an increased appropriation, the state
mental hospitals have not been able to secure sufficient technical perscuinel to offer
even a minimum decency treatment to the
patients, because they can't offer high enough
salaries.
As editors, as voters, and as Kentucky
citizens, we are concerned about these conditinns.
They are directly traceable to a provision in the outmoded 1891 Constitution which
limits salaries to 55000 for the top state employees and there_fore presses down the salAries of all stafte employees. TQ assunt#3 that
wile was adequate in the last decade of the
last century is adequate now is shortsightedness. tire are nappy, therefore, that Lite November 8 election gives us ao opportunity to
_remove this provision wh)ch has so hampered Kentucky's efforts to improve itself.
A too-general impression prevails that
all state salaries will rise automatically to
the new limits if voters approve the liberalization of the constitutional salary provision
in November_
NO salaries wilt rise automatically. The
amendment would allow the General Assembly, within its discretion, to net salaries
within newly specified bounas. A judge of
'the Court of Appeals, for instance, could draw
as much as but no more than $12,000 a year.
Whether he drew his present $5,000, $7,500
or $10,000 or $12,000 would depend on the
legislature. A circuit judge could draw as
much m 58.400; but here again the actual fig.-ure v:ithin that limit would be set by the
assembly. Other public officers could get as
-much as $7,200.
The point is that no officer's salarly
would rise except through specific authorization of the legislature. In that sense the
amendment is a mere enabling act.
The legislature by make-up and traditicm is conservative. Not until recent years
did it allow certain state officers the limit of
$5,000 annually, though it could have done so
at any session snice 1E91. If anyone suspects
that Frankfort would run wild under the
new arid larger limits, he has only to consult the record to set himself at ease.
- then what. about__minor
and rank and file employees? They wouldn't
get automatic increases, either. Their pay
would be a matter of departmental decision,
as it should be. There's no reason for uneasiness, it seems to us, in that arrangement.
We urge that every citizen go to the polls
and cast a vote for progressive government-for the proposed salary-limit amendment

SIACTLY BUSINESS

by McFeaffers

Neidat Oittivu,dalion.4

of Fulton found a family pet calf dead of gunshot wounds.
To us, to these farmers, and to all honest,
conscientious hunters it seems a:shame that
such things are happening. In the past, conservation clubs, hunting clubs and other organizations have done their best to woo the
farmer's aid in leaving or planting cover for
game birds and other game, so that such
ganie will remain plentiful.
In far too many cases, the farmer has
co-operated, only to find, come hunting season, that his place is over-run i,vith thoughtless hunters and he loses stock as a reward.
We don't blame him one bit for posting his
whole place against hunting,to protect his
animals. We have no sympathy for so-called
irresponsible hunters who go tramping out
across the countryside invading whatever
-fields fall in their paths.
We suggest these points to hunters hereabouts, in the interest of preserving friendship with the farmer and thus maintaining
any kind of a hunting crop at all:
1. When you go out to hunt, get permission to hunt from the owner or tenant.
2. When you get permission, keep this
confidence vvithin your group and quit
broadcasting what a "fine" place you have
found. The next fellow who hears about it
will barge right on in without an okay and
ruin your setup.
3. Use some simple precautions When you
fire a gun; if you should hit stock; report it
and pay for it like a man.
4. Teach your sons good hunting precautions and a few simple rules of courtesY;
their guns are just as dangerous as yours.
Hunting is a great sport, but the days of
the wide-open wilderness are long gone; when
you hunt today you are, in most cases, trespassing on another's property and endangering his stock.

0
Save Yourself Time And Money
In these days of improved highways and
easy travel to the larger neighboring cities,
many people feel that their season's shopping
cs not done until they have taken a day off
and gone on a shopping spree to the larger
cities and satisfied their needs.
What most of them apparently do not
know is that the same good highways and
fast travel has enabled most salesmen to visit communities the size of Fulton, and establish the same outlets here, with the same
brand merchandise . . . offering the shopper
the identical items in an hour's visit that
requires a day and travel expense to locate
elsewhere. If you don't believe us, all we ask
.is just a friendly shopping tour of Fuller)

Schoc

Dick Oberlin:

"Don't you have any that give a better reflection?" -

From The Files:

Twutiogf Bac4 Tits eloch
November 1, 1929:
The Fulton Woman's Club will
'
present the opera "Carmen.
this year. The following will take
part: Mesdames Leol Hindman,
Hardeman Howard, R. S. INAhams, H. B. Houston, O. H. McFarlin, W. A. Love, R. S. Mathews, and Chas. Brann; Misses
Doris Huddleston, Ruth Fields,
Mary Folis, Zuline Alexander,
Katherine Williamson, Annie Lucille Goldsby, Eva McKendree
and Mrs. Gus Bard.
Junior members will include:
Huddleston,
Mildred
Almeda
Stephenson, Dorothy Williams,
Evelyn Fields, Alice Vaught, RoBrock,
by Lee Crafton, Eron
Martha Norman Lowe, Ruth Caudell, Lucille Omar, Marie Caudell, Vivian Brown, Elizabeth
Williamson, Cordellia Hardesty,
Mary
Katherine
Bonduran't,
Marjory Griffin, Rachel Elledge
and Annie Laurie McWlierter.

now in charge.
Beautiful ladies felt hats. now
reduced to $1 and up. Mrs. M. B.
Bros.'
Abernathy, at
Homra
Store.
The Fulton Bulldogs defeated
the Murray Training School
eleven by a score of 34-0 last
week.
Francis Marion Bethel], 79, was
buried Sunday at Mt. Moriah
church. Services were conducted
by the Rev. J. A. Douthitt of
Sedalia, Ky. Born in Weakley
County in 1849, Mr. Bethel spent
his later life in Kansas.

Among the correspondents:
(Old Bethel): Mr. Leon Golden
of Homewood. III., visited his
grandparants, Mr. and Mrs. E.C.
Rose . . Mrs. Ada Hudson and
daughter Ora called on Tom Morgan Saturday night, who is suf-'
Miss LoreItID;Ton and Mr. tering from a fall through a hayCarter Olive were united in marloft . , (Route 5): Mr. Jesse
riage Saturday evening at the
Cashon and Mrs. Tom Cashon
home of Esq. S. 61. McDade. Mr. were united in bonds of matriOlive is employed at the Buttmony, Oct. 19 . . . (Beelerton):
Hardin Wholesale Grocery.
A large crowd was present Friday for the school rally; Mrs.
The Fulton Coca-Cola Bottl-' Josie Phelps won a cake, Beelering Company is novv in its new
ton boys won a ball game from
home on Lake Street Extension. Piloa Oak, 4-3, and the girls
The plant is owned by Hugh
won over the Pilot Oak, 13-9; .
Smith, "the Coca-Cola King of
a masquerade party will be givWest Ky.-Tenn., and managed by
en in the school auditorium next
Mr. L. T. Bell.
week; if you come masked, admission vvill be 10c. if you are
K. P. Dalton has purchased the
aren't, 15c . . (Route 4): SevW. L. Kinney billiard equipment eral from here attended the fulocated in the building adjoining
neral of Mrs. Lona Richmond
the Orpheum Theatre, and is
Sunday at Wesley.

Hallowe'en, or All Hallows
Eve, or All Saints Day Eve falls
this year on Oceober 31, which
is next Monday. This is not too
rei-narkable, since it has been observed on the same date for several thousand years. It is a special occsaion.
In the old days, Hallowe'en
was not a time of merrymaking,
but a day of dread and fearful
anticipation, for it was commonly believed that on All Hallows
Eve that Saman, the Lord of
Death, called together certain
wicked souls to do wicked mischief.
Through the centuries, though,
October 31 came to be known as
a time to let yourself go--a time
of deviltry and mischief making.
Other special days have more
serious reasons for being. New
Years Day is a time of sober analysis, a time to check over mistakes and promise yourself (holding hard to your throbbing head
with both hands) never, never to
do it again!
The Fourth of July is marked
observance.
patroitic
as
a
Thanksgiving is a time to give
thanks for our blessings--a truly American holiday. And Christmas is a time for reverence, a
time to reaffirm family ties.
But Hallowe'en! Did you even
know that it had a reason for
being? Its observance. strangly,
has changed a great deal in recent years. It wasn't so long ago
that the worst kind of destructive pranks were pulled under
cover of masks and darkness.
Many a disgruntled youngster has
gotten even with the mean old
man next door on October 31!
Remember all the things that
used to happen to the outhouse
on Hallowe'en? It was only two
years ago that in a little community not far away (we won't
identify it for fear of opening
old wounds) a bunch of grown
men (at least they were mature
as far as years were concerned)

had a sudden refersion to their
irresponsible boyhood came the
darkness of All Saints Eve . . .
There is a fellow in the neighborhood who is a great practical
joker. So his friends turned the
tables. He had an old, disuned
Chic Sale on the back of his lot.
Well, they took it from its foundations soon after midnight and
transplanted it to a point squarly in front of the family house—
on a main highway.
Then, to add a finishing touch,
the pranksters put up an old, torn
awning for a canopy, a flowerbedecked walkway and made the
front look like a real nightclub—
on a miniature scale, of course.
On the front was put a big sign
which read: "Open for Business!"
The neighborhood rukus lasted
a month. The practical joker
could dish it out—but he couldn't
take it!
It was especially heartening
that this happened just two
Hallowe'ens ago. That was after
Hiroshima. It was during the
post-war inflation worries. It was
while economists and business analysts were warning us to bev..are of the pitfalls of depression
which lay in our path.
It makes you wonder if sometimes we don't take ourselves too
seriously. It's a good thing we
have one night of the year vihen
we can make merry—in a sort
of irresponsible way.
This year I for one am going
to try to recapture some of the
lightness of spirit that used to
attend Hallowe'en parties. Maybe
it will only be in letting the 23months-older stay up an extra
hour and try bobbing her funny
face for apples. But if the water
spills all over the rug—so what!
It'll dry. And the little hobgoblins and witches that come around shrieking "trick or treat!
Trick or treat!" . . Well. this
year they're going to be treated
better. Phooey to the worries. We
can pick them up again on November first!

where possible rebuild natural minds and character, to be teachresources that had been selfishly ers."
destroyed by lust for the dirty
Every educator, from the fa
dollar.
collies of our colleges down t
teachers with emergency. certifi
"Teach them to think about
cates, should
read THREA
good, honest government OF THE ,
TIIAT RUNS SO TRUE. The
PEOPLE, FOR THE PEOPLE]
will find it to be more absorbin
and BY THE PEOPLE.
than a first-rate novel. And a
''Teach them, thousands and this goes for every lar-nan ove
thousands of them with good fifteen years of age.

The fault, of course, is not entirely with
the buyer. We have often heard it remarked,
"Oh, they don't have so-and-so downtown, I
have been trying to get it for a long time;"
and we have also often heard some sellers
(and sometimes they are the ones who DO
have the wanted items) remark "Why, everybody knews what I have to sell; I have
been here for years!"
Young people grow up, old people die,
families move away or move into Fulton's
trade area, and the buying public is everchanging. That is our principal reason for
repeating such a message as this every year
or so, in order that an examination of local
trade may rightly assist the seller in making
his merchandise known, and the buyer in
keeping the "Try Fulton First" habit.
Fall is at hand, and Christmas shopping
will soon be here . . . and Fulton hopes to
see your face in its downtown stores.
0
--

Friends should not be cho'en to flatter.
The quality we should prize is that rectitude which will - shrink from no truth.—
Channing
0
--

It is easy in the world to live after the
world's opinion; it is easy in .solitude
--aft-er-oUTOwril-but the great man is he who
in the midst of the crowd keeps with perfect
sweetness the independence of solitude.

Let all your views in life be directed to
a solid, however moderate, independence;
without it no man can be happy, nor even
honest—Junius.

By Patsy Green

I think everybody needs a
tle rest from these intervielA
teachers I know I do, so I'll
give you a little news from
ton High.
We started a new six va
Monday, the 24th of October.
last six weeks has gone off I
ty well for everyone. It se
like everyone has been busy.
football team really is puttim
some good playing this y
We've won four games, all
which via. were not scored u
Although we didn't win the 11
ray and Tiptonville games,
boys were in there fighting
the way. We won't to think
cheerleaders, Nell Speight( •
was also the '49" football que
Cissy Murphy, Betty Jean
don, Patsy Merryman, and
ginia Forrest for their fine
port.
We have had a number of g
chapel programs this year
we want to thank everyone ,
has participated in them and
would like to welcome any
these or any others back at
time they wish.
Pretty soon we are going
elect Jr. Sr. Carnival Kings
Queens. We are going to try
make this Carnival the bigi
and best. We hope vve can
when it is over, that we had
help and support of the town
which we vvill need to make •
Carnival possible.
We also want to welcome b
to Fulton 3 of our boys from
United States Navy. They
turned to Fulton Sunday, Octo
23rd. They are due back in
Diego on November 4th foi
days retraining and then am
their further orders. They
Whay:ne Byassee who gradua
in "49,- Billy Joe Speight
and Thomas Earle Greer.
HITHER AND THITHER
By Bettie tu Bushart

The Junior Carnival will
.held_ the sight- of - November
in the Science Hall. They hi
chosen for their decorations
have all :white carnival, wh
incidently should be very
ly. Fietional characters are
be their theme. Candidates'
the King and Queen will be

We Handle
Only
Dependable,
Good Quality

TAYLOR S

FuLT0
10N
9 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 183

stores to see for yourself.
After all, ralton merchants are the same
fellows you ask for donations, contributions,
tickets, chances, memberships, ads and whathave-you all year long .. . now, when you're
shopping, give him (or her) an opportunity
to at least show you what is in stock.

Fulton High

Mary Lane Suits

(Pictured at right) A si
tweed suit at an arnazing11
price! Brown or gray;
Sizes 12-18; all-wool.

$19.98
Ewing Galloway:

Kew-14444 Oos

Maitch

fices.
When I had read half-way
''I thought they were too far
through Jesse Stuart's autobioremoved from the front-line
graphical story of a mountaischools.
neer school teachers, entitled
''In all they had written and
RUNS SO
THAT
THREAD
sent to me—a county superinTRUE and published by Charles
tendent in their vast school sysScribner's Sons, I began to despair of finding some good para- tem—not one sentence had any
graphs to quote in this column. red blood in it. Their pamphlets
were too dry . . .
Then I despaired through fifty
"One of them might have writmore pages of the book. I was
ten
a red-blooded book with
reading a narrative that raced aplenty of guts in it, instead of
long like water in one of the
bloodless, dry-as-dust pamphlets,
Stuart's
of
mountain brooks
if he had been along to see the
Greenup County, Kentucky. Acground roots of American detion, action, action!
mocracy. Ground roots that penStuart's career as a teacher betrated deeply into this rugged
gan with a fight with the neighAmerican earth . . .
borhood bully who had previous"There
were ten thousand
ly driven a girl teacher out of the
things I wanted to say about
school for good. The boy, as big
schools and school teaching. I
and strong as Stuart, came back
after school had been dismissed. couldn't begin to say all the
things I wanted to say; I couldHe had a job to do and preferred
not begin to do all the things I
to whip the new male teacher
wanted to do.
without an audience.
And what a fight it was! But
"The need was too great. One
the bully didn't lick the teacher. couldn't be away from these
When he came to Stuart was
things and figure the needs. One
pouring water on his battered
had to be with them, see them,
face.
be a living part of the whole. For
when one was a part of the rockThat fight won the respect of
bottom reality, then he could
the neighborhood and the friendship of the vanquished youth. have vision for vast improvement.
And from that day on the story
moves as only a person chock
"The thought must precede the
full of soul-stirring experiences
action. Vision: first—good roads
until we could have consolidation
and imbued with talent to write
could make,it move.
of schools; then, consolidated
---171Trriage19(Srfound some seri--- schocls, well qualified teachers.
who would teach pupils how to
tences that looked quotable. They
get along with one another.
are Stuart's thoughts while visTeach them elementary principles
iting remote rural schools in an
of health. Help them find a voancient car part of the time, on
cation in life and work toward
foot much of the time, and I am
that vocation. Not let the talent
using the lines by special permisof any pupil born upon this
sion 'of Scribner's:
earth with a fair amount of in"I had visited the state department of education at Frankfort. telligence, be lost to the whole
I had been in their well heated, of the community.
"Teach them to protect, and
well-lighted and comfortable of-

Put A Pause For Coke
On Your Program, Too
VA LIAL --

1,4Ac:C_LIE

(Other Mary Lane suits in sl
skin and gabardine, from .
$24.98

to $39.98

Mary Lane Coat:

We have Just received a I
new shipment! All-wool cc
and gabardines; greys, v
rreens; Sizes 8-50

$29.98 and $39.91
Suit Special!

New gabardine suits; VII
New; styles & colors!

all

LADIES FLANNELETT

Gowns and Pajam,
Sizes 32 to 40

Nylon Tricot Slip
Special! Miss Elaine!

Aiso

ilk for it either tray ... both
trade-markt mean the sante thing.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-COLA COMPANY
BY

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
0 1949, The Coca•Cola ComPa./

Nylon Crepes .

1,a1
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School News -

flame in B. W.'s eyes these days.
This couldn't be B. H. could it
B. W.?
I have noticed that J.F.- seems
to be pretty busy over the week
end if a certain boy from Murtay comes home. L.R.B. is staying in there isn't he?
There are twit Senior boy2
that have a secret lover in high
school this year. Anytime you
hear J. T. and J. F. singing with
stars in their eyes, you'll know
they are singing about L. M.
B. L. B. keeps talking about
the University of Kentucky. T.
W. is a wonderful person the way
I hear it.
Could there be anything serious about the date T. M. had
with S. A. B. Monday night.

ular jamboree?
she from Palmersville?
Wonder why K. M. has been
Who was G. B. all dressed up
walking on clouds for the past, to see Friday night? Tell tis, G.B.
three or four days? The only posWho is C.D.M. going with now?
sible reason is because T.E.G. is
Has Q.V. and C.S. quit? Who
home on leave from San Diego. is it now
G.Y.? Could it be B.G.
Who is the tall, dark and hand- from Wingo.
some boy that we've been seeWho does J.H. go with? Is it
ing B.S.J. with? Lucky girl.
C.D. from Wingo.
Who are all those boys from
SOPHOMORE NEWS
Union City that B. M., P.C., and
Who does B.C.A. go with? Is D.P.B. have
been going with?

nounced later.
Many money making projects
will start at 12:00 noon of Nov.
By Patsy Green
018. The Seniors will serve lunch
I think everybody needs a lit- in the basement that day. The
tle rest from these interviews of schedule for the activities at the
teachers I know I do, so I'll just Science Hall are as follows:
a chili
give you a little news from Ful- Freshmen-Nov. 10,
supper.
ton High.
Sophomore--Nov. 12, a box
We started a new six weeks,
Monday, the 24th of October. The supper.
Juniors-Nov. 15, The Fulton
last six weeks has gone off pretty well for everyone. It seems Follies.
like everyone has been busy. Our
Seniors-Nov. 14, A nighi Club.
football team really is putting up the name of which will be anJUNIOR NEWS
some good playing this year. nounced later.
Well, Well! Looks like the
We've won four games, all of
Money making projects will
which we were not scored upon. close Wednesday Nov. 16 at the girls have quieted down as not
much in the way of boy-girl
Alttiough we didn't win the Mur- beginning of fifth hour.
,ray and Tiptonville games, our
The students of Fulton High stuff has happened this week.
Maybe
boys were in there fighting all want to
it is because. they have
wish Bobby Buckingbeen going skating which caused
the t,vay. We won't to think our ham a
speedy recovery and hope
mapority
the
to slow down becheerleaders, Nell Speight( who to see him back
in school soon.
was also the '49" football queen),
The band is scheduled to go cause of bruises.
Say, J. V. and E. M. how come
Cissy Murphy, Betty Jean Gor- with the football
squad to Trigg you came
don, Patsy Merryman, and Vir- County
back to school in such
for Friday's game. Cars
a bad condition? Does the Shaginia Forrest for their fine sup- are badly
needed to carry the
ron skating rink have anything
port.
band.
to do with it?
We have had a number of good
L. S. S. had a skating spree
chapel programs this year and
SENIOR NEWS
with W. G. Birmingham from
we want to thank everyone who
A.D.L. and S.M. seem to be Pierce. It
is friendship though
has participated in them and we having
BIG trouble lately. We cause her heart
belongs in Texwould like to welcome any of hope they
will patch things up as.
these or any others back at any before
long. What about it you
Say, J. N. did you have a slight
time they wish.
two?
earth quaice at your house 'TuesPretty soon we are going to
It seems there is another day night?
Or was it just a regelect Jr. Sr. Carnival Kings and
-Queens. We are going to try to
make this Carnival the biggest
and best. We hope we can say,
when it is over, that we had the
help and support of the town, of
which we will need to make this
Since it is impossible to thank each one
Carnival possible.
We also want to welcome back I
personally, we would like to take this
to Fulton 3 of our boys from the I
United States Navy. They re-1
turned to Fulton Sunday, October
opportunity to express our sincere ap23rd. They are due back in San
Diego on November 4th for 5
days retraining and then await
preciation to our many friends who
their further orders. They are
Whayne Byassee who graduated
have so generously helped us, since the
in "49," Billy Joe Speight "48,"
and Thomas Earle Greer.

I

Fulton High

The Junior Carnival will be
hekl the sight--of-- Nevember-• 18
in the Science Hall. They have
chosen for their decorations to
have all white carnival, which
incidently should be very lovely. Fietional characters are to
be their theme. Candidates' for
the King and Queen will be an-

How are B. D., L.H. and J.H.
getting along with their sailors?

Has M. R. a boyfriend? Dual
keep us in the dark.
FRESHMAN NEWS
The entire Freshman class.
wishes to express their sympathy,
to Bobby Buckingham, who watthurt during the football game between Tiptonville and Fulton.
Friday night. Bobby has beets
(Continued on Page 9)

VISIT OUR GREAT EVENT

DOTTY'S THIRTEENTH

NOW IN PROGRESS

33i% SAVINGS ON ALL
COATS & SUITS
Come In And See The Bargains Galore!

COATS

loss of our home by fire. May God Bless

HITHER AND THITHER
By Bettie Lu Bushart

What is wrong with F.H.S. Boys?
R. B. and J. S. are still on the
steady beam. Keep it up, kids.
Who was S. M. out with Friday night besides C. and R.B.?
Was is J. T. from Dukedom?
Why does D.L.P. go with girls
in the .higher grades? What is
the matter with the Sophomore
girLs?

DRESSES

* All Wool
* Zip-In Lining

you all.

* Fur Trim, Untrimmed

BUSTER SHUCK AND FAMILY

'24 to '42

* All New Fall
Materials and Colors

SHOP, INC.

$588

Fulton, Kentucky

to $1188

SEE OUR WINDOWS

FOR MEN:

41•11111

ost(

$1

Mary Lane Suits

WINTER NEEDS

(*.La
g
*so

(Pictured at right) A superb
Weed suit at an amazingly 1014
price! Brown or gray;
Sizes 12-18; all-wool.

OVERSTOCKED!
NEW FALL DRESSES SPECIAL PURCHASE
SKIRTS -- BLOUSES

$19.98
(Other Mary Lane suits in sharkskin and gabardine, from . . . .

Gabardines, taffetas, crepes, wools
. . all must go at these new, reduced nrices

$24.98 to $39.98
Mary Lane Coats

Sharkskin - wool - faille
skirts. Washable crepe 4-way
blousettes.

$4.98 AND $5.98

We have ju.st received a large,
new shipment! All-wool coverts
and gabardines; greys, wines,
greens; Sizes 8-50

CHENILLE

$29.98 and $39.98

s1.98
Other Skirts, S2.98 to $4.98

$1.98
Dress Shirts
Flannel Shirts: Sizes 14%, to
$1.98
17
Hanes Winter-Weight Union
Suits
$1.98
Dress Hats
Sport Slacks
Corduroy Coats

BLANKETS
25% wool single blankets:
full bed size; satin

$3.98

border; Solid colors .. .
5% wool single blankets
5% wool double blankets

BATH TOWELS
Big mill-end shipment just arrived!
Cannon and other good brands! Now
less than half-price!

$1.98
$3.98

19,

New gabardine suits;
No

styls & colors!

Regular $6.98 values;
Special at

$14.98

SLIPS

DRESS PRINT

Gowns and Pajamas

Guaranteed fast color; Reg
39c yd. While it lasts

$1.9S

Nylon Tricot Slips
Special! Miss Elaine! t 012
Aiso

Another Special
Purchase!
Multi-filament crepe & Satin

I,ADIES FLANNELETTE

Sizes 32 to 40

$4.98
25'

BLUE SWAN PANTIES

Nylon Crenes . . . 4J•71,

Rayon; Reg. 69c pair:

2 PAIR $1.00
BOYS DEPT

Chenille Bed Spreads

TOM SAWYER Boys' Wear:
1.ong sleeve, dre% or sport
shirts; sizes 2-12
Gabardine sport shirts;
Sizes 12-20

t4 no
;1.70

$1.98

CORDUROY PANTS
DRESS PANTS
no% wool jackets
$4.98
Corduroy Jimmy-alls
$1.98
Boxer longies, corduroy;
Sizes 1 to 6
$1.98

Full bed size; assorted
colors and patterns

tc Or

Lace trimmed and tailored.

$1.98
Lavishly-Trimmed Lace

Gowns
$2.98
Reg. $5.98 Values!
Stock up now for Christmus
at this big saving.

49,

69,

79,

Mie

MARGARET O'BRIEN DRESSES
elmr

$3.98

$4.98

$5.98

MARGARET O'BRIEN COATS
Bambury fashions featuring the add-a-year
Sizes 1 to 4;

hem;

$16.98 TO $14.98
OTHER CHILDRENS COATS; Sizes 4 to 14, $9.98 to
$19.98
INFANTS 3-piece suits sizes 1-4 $7.98

Children's Flannelette Pajamas
Sizes 1 to 8
$1.00
Sizes 2 to 16
$1.98

SHOES FOR THE FAMILY
$1.98 $7.98
'Peters Diamond Brand"
tor children, men, boys
Ladies Shoes,
TO

Rubber footwear for the whole family.

HE LEADER STORE
434 Lake Street

39,

New shipments for the holidays are now arriving!
Taffetaa. Dan Klver Gingpams;

Long.Sleeve Robes
Suit Special!

25,

Fulton, Ky.

Friday, Oceober 28,_
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PERSONALS

Officers Of Speakers Bureau

Rev. and Airs. Perry L. Stone
and Rev. and Airs. David Hedv:ell
of Union City left Monday afternoon for Cincinnati, O., to attend
the annual International Convention of Disciples of Christ.
Mrs. Vernon Owen and children Rice and Norma. Airs. V.M.
Blackstone and daughter, Niarian
and Bailey. Binford attended the
Navy Band Concert in Paducah
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Moore and
daughter, Patricia, of Dyersburg,
Tenn.. v:ere Sunday guests of his
mother, Mrs. Vernon DeMyer.
Billy Homra who is attending
school in Nashville, Tenn., spent
the weekend with his parents,
. Mr. and Mrs. Willie Homra.
Mrs. A. W. Sundwick of Detroit, Mich., is the guest of her
son. David and family on College street.
Air. and Mrs. George Moore'
attended the Shriner's meeting at
Rezpah Temple in Owensboro.
' Monday.
Air. and Airs. Basil Cook cl Erie, Pa., are the guests of his parents. Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Cook in
Highlands.
Air. and Airs. Loyal Murphy
and son, Loyal III, and Airs. Will
Spradlin of Memphis attended

Pictured here, left to right, are three newly appOlnted officers of
the speakers' bureau of the Kentucky Health, Welfare and SalarysecLimit Amendment Committee: Ed P. Jackson, Jr..
retary: Mrs. Garnett BA.le, Elizabethtown, and Mrs. Joseph Page.
Barlow, co-chairmen.

Salary Limit Committee
Names Three Officers

the 75th anniversary at the First
Christian Church. Mrs. Murphey
is the former Nell Spradlin.
R. G. Harris of Nashville spent
the weekend with his daughter.
Miss Eugene Harris at the home
of her grandmother.
br. and Mrs. R. V. Putnam and
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Boyd attended a Shriner's meeting at Rezpah
Temple in Owensboro, Monday.
Mrs. J. G. Strange of Memphis
spent the weekend with Mrs. E.
E. Willingham and attended the
75th anniversary at the First
Christian church.
of
Miss Katherine Howtra
Louisville is spending two weeks
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
K. Homra and family.
Mrs. M. C. Cooke, Jr.. of De-

Veterinary Service
Day or Night
Phone 807-R

Graduate Veterinarian
Lqcated on Martin-Fulton

Timely PLATEAU fabric gives
you that wonderful weightless
, feeling. Full-weiglit, all-wool
worsted; put it on . . and presto! you hardly know its there.
You'll want something new for

$60 AND UP
Hyde Park Suits $55 up

CURLEE & SEWELL

SUITS
All of the skill in the industry
has been manufactured into these
suits to make them today's best
suit values for the money. You'll
like the style, the flt. and the way
they wear.

37'" 58--,1)
Curlee and Hyde Park

BROWN, FOREMAN'S

OLD FORESTER

OUTER COATS

100 PROOF

Pints

led hy experienced designers to inSmartly
appearance. They are tailwell-groomed
that
sure
ored from llnest quality outercoat fabrics--smart,
new patterns and materials that insure warmth
without excessive weight.

1.95

BROWN. FOREMAN'S

EARLY TIMES

Famous Names in

$3150 to S4750

90 PROOF

4 YEARS OLD

Pints

SOX

IA Pints

1.45

2.85

INNatonally-advertised
TEFtWOVEN. JERKS and
COOPERS in short or regular lengths. Conservative

GLENMORE'S

KY• TAVERN
BOTTLED IN BOND

Pints

3.70

or fancy patters.

100 PROOF
I,

55c to 75c Pr.

l'ints

1.90

DRESS SHIRTS
Whites. stripes and lancle,

li-e Carry A Large and Complete Line Of:
FINE WINES — LIQUORS — CORDIALS
IMPORTS — SCOTCHES
JAMES LONG

HAPPY HOGAN

WRAY WARD

Located on Church Street
Across From Andrews Jewelry Store

Fulton, Ky.

0N E

Stylepark, Champ

HATS
1.1i0 tia.tn with confidence
and wear them with pride.
Smart looks and long wearing qualites make them today's extra-good aloes.

S5 to S10

fall. and this is •'

Yes, Prices Reduced

5.90

Phone 70

TIMELY
SUITS

"West Kentucky's Newest and Most Modern"

Fifths

CITY DRUG CO.

HOME OF TIMELYCLCLOTHES

Happy's liquor Store

3.85

This Pen
Will Be
$5.00
After Sale

Hal

CREOMULSION

4.50

LIMIT
3 Pen.s to
Each
Certifioate

FULTON

That HANG ON

Fifths

NLY Pl'I.L AND ITS
TIIE NEW PLUNGER FILLER--VACUUM TYPE—ZIP—O
fountain pen on the
ordinary
any
than
ink
more
cent
per
200
holds
per
This
FULL.
repair bills. No
No
filling!
one
on
months
three
for
mrite
can
market! You
be unbreakable
to
guaranteed
and
tested
pen
Every
bar!
lever filler! No Presure
advertising sale is on
Jar life. Get yours NOW! This certificate good only %%bile

BUY NOW WHILE AVAILABLE

from Common Colds

6.10

Dire

KEN'

Highway.

illeware Coughs

I

PA
Carr

PA

to one of
This certificate and 69c entitles the bearer
SACKGenuine indestructible $5.00 VACUUM FILLER
You SEE
Supply.
Ink
Visible
PENS.
FOUNTAIN
LESS
pen.
the hik. A lifetime Guarantee with each
GUARANTEE
LIFETIME
THE PEN WITH A

Or Call 70

Dr. H.W.Connaughtun

414 LAKE ST.

of
the Kentucky
chairman
Health, Welfare and Salary-LimCommittee.
it Amendment
Dr. Glynn Bushart and Mrs.
Ward Bushart are members of
the bureau from Fulton.
In the days remaining before
the election Nov. 8, speakers will.
appear in every section of the
state, Mr. Cox said. They will
be available to service clubt,
farm organizations, educational
groups, professional societies and
business divisions.
The-officers all have had wide
experience in civic affairs and
in speaking before audiences.
Mrs. Page is district commander
of the American Cancer Society.
and a member of the board of diICtecimulsion relieves promptly because rectors of the Federation of Kenit goes right to the seat of the trouble tucky Women's Clubs. Mrs. Bale
to help loosen and expel germ laden is Kentucky president of the
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and League of Women Voters. Mr.
beal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial Jackson, in the past three months
mucous membranes.Tell your druggist has spoken on the amendment at
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion
district meetings of the
writh the understanding you must like eight
dae way it quickly allays the cough State Bar Association.
Of you ire f0 have yOUr MOCK, ba/ k.
Mrs. John Noffel is visiting her
son, Shawee and family in PortCoaghs,akitstCoids,Bronchitis agesville, Mo.

Pints

C

Frida

LITTLE CLOTHING CO.

The state salary-limit amendment committee has announced
-the appointment of three officers
mbo will head a s-peakers' bureau
of 140 members.
The three are Mrs. Garnett
DIU* Elizabethtown, and Mrs.
,Joseph Page, Barlow, co-chair...man, and Ed P. Jackson, Jr.,
Louisville, secretary.
Announcement of the appointments was made by John Henry
Cox, Madisonville, organization

BOTT'LED IN BOND

Only
SP ECIA L --- Friday and Saturday
--- This Certificate Is Worth $4.31 ---our

For Nationally Advertised Quality Wear, Come to

Dr. Glynn Bushart Mrs. Ward Bushart Are
Named From This County To Speak
Regarding Proposed Amendment

Fifths

from the Fulton Hosanniversary of the First dismissed
Quion, Ill., is the guest of Mrs. the 75th
pital and is slowely improving at
Church.
Christian
street.
Walnut
C. C. McCollum on
her home on West State Line.
Mrs. C. B. Roach is a patient in
Mrs. Horace Davis of Memphis
Mrs. J. W. Fenwick is a paHospital.
JoneS
the
of
guest
week
the
was
tient in Islaws Hospital.
been
has
Browder
Laura
Mrs.
friends in Fulton and attended
FOR OFFICE, SCHOOL OR HOME

in brands you
cen depend
ENRO

know

on:

and

Stock up now

and

ARROW.
TRU-VAL
with

Nunn-Bush and Portage Shoes

yollr

Smart, distinctive, made by master craftsmen for
a discriminating wearer.- Nationally advertised
and universally acclaimed! Nunn-Bush and PortS7.50 to 916.95
age shoes

new clothes.

$195 up

FULTON, KENTUCK Y

W<I1-1Aps•••-•• tam. usra•saso•

so•-

Corduroy Coats
Fall's most popular sport
coat. We have them in gray,
tan, green, and wine: sizes
:34 to 46. Shorts, regulars
and longs.

$16.95 and $17.50

trad
Yolk). co
Kentucky, tl
days sshen
were hois
steeples. T.
and old alil
night when
graveyards
through lea
gawk steeds.
T•4

Like
no. w
Ikeln I lit
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ton Hosroving at
Line.
is a pa-
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PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets

Fulton, Kentucky

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
PAUL HORNBEAK
WALTER VOELPEL
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
ltIRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Home
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.

Attention Farmers:

DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE
In Sanitary Trucks

en

ale

:hamp

nfidence
h pride.
ig wearhem to.
dues.

Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward Stock Yards
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wingo Ex.

MAYFIELD RENDERING CO.
Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.

ONE OF

KENTUCKY'S TRADITIONS

Halloween
tradition of unabated friTHE
volity. continues on Halloween in

FULTON ROUTE 3
Miss Emma Carr returned to
her home in Water Valley after
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Irvan and
visiting
relatives and friends and
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Kindred visattending the revival at Bethleisted with Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
hem.
Williams and Kara Wednesday
Joye Taylor called on Norma
night.
Jean Wilson Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Jones are
Mrs. Clon House and Mrs. Hardriving a new Chevrolet truck.
ry Yates attended a Stanley ParMrs. Windall Coffman honored
ty Wednesday given at the home
her husband with a birthday supof Mrs. Don Stark.
per Saturday night. Those presMr. and Mrs. O. F. Taylor and
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Elwyn
Marion attended preaching servCoffman and Margaret Coffman
ice at Poyner's Chapel Sunday
and Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Kindred.
and were dinner guests of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams,
and Mrs. Everett Carr.
Mrs. Bettie Williams and Mr.
' Miss Constance Jones returned
and Mrs. Ross Williams drove to
to
her home Tuesday night after
Hickman Sunday afternoon.
attending the revival at BethleMr. and Mrs. Carl Kindred and
hem last week.
Mr. and Mrs.. Winstead visited
Mrs. Wilma Williams called on
Mr. and Mrs. Comodore Nanney
Mrs. Evaline Yates awhile. Wedin Milan, Tenn., Sunay.
nesday.
Little Kara Williams was honored with a birthday party SatSeveral from this vicinity aturday night. Those present were
tended the funeral of Mrs. Ella
Jerry and Terry Stewart, Mr.
Coleman Friday held at Knob
and Ms. P. T. Brann and son DavCreek.
id, Mr. and Mrs. Henson Jones
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Sherrill.
Vacation Ls over, and Fibber
Mr. and Mrs. Carlie Kindred, McGee takes dictation from Molly and Mrs. Arthur T. Hicks, ArMr. and Mrs. J. S. Ladd and Mrs. for his household shopping er- thur Lene and La Donna were:
Bettie Williams. Refreshments rands. The "Fibber McGee and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson, Mr.
and drinks were served to all. Molly" show is aired over WLW- and Mrs. Harold Carr and RanShe received gifts from those NBC Tuesday at 9:30 p.m., EST. dy, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Critten
don and Joyce Taylor.
present.
Mr. and Mrs. Rube Stanfield
The usual 4th Sunday services
have returned to their daughDUKEDOM RT. 2
were enjoyed at Old Bethel with
ter's, Mrs. J. P. Owen after a
Joyce Taylor, Cor.
Elder MaugHtner and
Elder ,
two weeks visit with relatives
Th.edford delivering the good serThe
revival
meeting
at
Bethnear Clinton.
mons.
Mrs. Tennie House and Mrs.
Mrs. Mallie Butler spent Sat- lehem Church closed on Tuesday
week
night
with
of
last
seven
Evaline Yates called on
Mrs.
urday night with Mrs. Willie
conversions
eight
additions
and
Ruth awhile Friday night.
Lou Brann.
church.
to
the
Willie Mae Cloys spent ThursMr. and Mrs. Herbert Butler ,
and Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Brarn
Mrs. Tennie House and MD. day night with Jane Owen and
attended
the ball game at Welch
were at Gilbertsville Sunday.
, Evaline Yates visited Mrs. RichMr. C. B. Kindred had a very ard Johnston one day last week. School.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Harry Yates atglad surprise Wednesday when a
Miss Emma Carr of Water Val- tended the funeral of Mr. Pryor
fellow walked up and
shook
hands with him and he found out ley was the Monday night sup- Sunday held at Water Valley
it was one of his World War One per guest of Mr. and Mrs. O. F.
Phone 470 for Job Printing.
buddies, Mr. Ray Ranch ot Sal- Taylor and children.
em.
This was the first time
Mr. and Ms. T. C. House, Mrs.
they had met in 30 year3. You Ruth Vaughan
and Charles shopmay know it was a happy meet- ped in
Mayfield Saturday.
ing for those two buddies.
Mr. L. J. Williams visited Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. James Lynch of
Bettie Williams awhile Sunday Clinton visited Mr. and Mrs. J.
REAL ESTATE and
morning.
P. Owen and girls Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lowery
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
visited Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Office Over City National Bank
Williams Sunday.
Phone 61
Mr. Elmer Palmer has been
—See—
visiting relatives and friends here
FARM
AND
CITY PROPERTY
the past week some of us old
T. H. "Tom" Cowden
LIST OR BUY WITH US!
friends hadn't seem him in 26
Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn.
years. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Palmer near Oak
Grove.
Mrs. Newman Croft reports
her father, Mr. Herbert Johnston
is doing nicely since his operation a few days past.
Chiropractic Gets Sick People Well
Mr. Larry Cannon visited Jim- I
mie Kindred awhile Saturday
night.

MOOSE LODGE NO. 1265
Fulton, Kentucky
Meeting Nights Are Chanted To:
Officers' meeting, each Monday night 7:30 p.nt.
Regular Lodge meetings, second and fourth
Friday nights, each month.
NEW LOCATION OF MOOSE HALL:
212 CHURCH ST. — MAIN FLOOR

LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gufters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

dr)C1.A.
Get the mew, Item us te pay
scattered bib end delis. We can
probabiy redone Year payments
as muds es ene ben and you
have only ene pkste Ile pay each
month. Use mar lOmmonth repayment plan for levrest paymams.
Phone or mem le today.

FHA LOANS

Yes, and beer Is a tradition
in Kentucky, too!
Like Halloween, BEER BELONGS in Kentucky. For many years
now, while waiting for masked youngsssss to ask,"Trick or Treat?"
Kentuckians have enjoyed beer, the beverage of nioderatioa.
Copyright, 1949, Keitairchy Divisioss, U. S. Brewers Forodatiott

KEEP SMILING

PHILLIPS'

ROCK SPRINGS

pats

sport
in gray,
le: sizes
regulars

;17.50

WRECKER AND
GARAGE

SERVICE
24-HOUR
DNA,Gy..TR
Phone 293

DAY OR
NIGHT

HAINLINE'S
FULTON, KY.

NO DRY CLEANING
JOB TOO BIG FOR
PARISIAN
tuxedos, Parisian '
From ties to
cleaning order
tackles each dry
and the
attention
with the best of
for
now,
14,
Call
finest of service.
town.
in
cleaning
the finest dry

Nettie Lee Copelen, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnie Brown had
as guests Sunday, Mrs. Nellie
Taylor of Akron, Ohio, Mr. and
Mrs. Gilbert Arrington, Mr. and
Mrs. R. G. Arrington and children, Peggy and Jimmy of Malden, Mo., Mr. and Mrs. R.
A.
Brown and Donna, Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Brown of Fulton. Afternoon guests were: Mr. and Mil.
Walter Kimbro, Mrs. Kate Flippin, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Arrington, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby 1Caylor,
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Kyle and
children, also a number of visitors stopped in to wish them a
pleasant visit.
Mrs. Frieda Walston spent
Monday afternoon with Mrs. Ella Veatch.
Mrs. Nellie Taylor, Mr. and
Mrs. R. A. Brown spent a few
days in Lynville this week.
Mrs. Annie Beard visited Mrs.
Elizabeth Elliott Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
and girls. visited Mrs. Bobby Gillipsie Saturday afternoon. Mrs.
Gillipsie is visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Roberson of Crutchfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Snow, Glen
Ray and Dianne Mullins visited
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow awhile
Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. William Conner
spent Saturday night with Mr.
and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen and
family.

Laundry & Dry Cleaners

222 LAKE ST.

MICRO-DYNAMETER

NEXT TO GRAHAM FURNITURE STORE
FULTON 311 WALNUT ST. PRONE lzsz

X-RAY

FULTON, KY.

PHONE 1525

MORE POPULAR THAN EVER

Preferred by more users
than the next two makes combined!

FARM
LOANS
UP TO 20
YEARS - EASY
PAYMENTS
—See—

PARISIAN

gniehState FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY

CHIROPRATIC OFFICE
DR. F. D. PHILLIPS
Palmer Grattsuste
Chiropractor

Fulton,Ky.

CUT MONTHLY PAYMENTS
-frt, THIS EASY WAY
AND HAVE BUT ONE
SMALL BILL TO PAY

GIAS. W. BURROW

Kentucky., though gone are the lusty
days when cows arid heavy gates
were hoisted atop barns and
steeples. To Kentuckians, young
and old alike, it's still a thrilling
night when goblins scamper in
graveyards and witches arch
through leaden skies on broomstuk steeds.

EAST STATE LINE

Notice to Members of

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS
INSURANCE
LOANS
Fulton, Kentucky

Here's real proof of truck value! Now that operators can get the make they really want, Chevrolet
Advance-Design trucks are setting new sales
records every week. More and more buyers are
insisting on the power, the comfort and safety
they get in Chevrolet. They like Chevrolet's
rugged good looks ... the way Chevrolet trucks
handle their hauling jobs with such low operating
and upkeep expense. In fact, they like these
advantages so well that they buy snore Chevrola
beds than tbe next two wakes combined/ Coasts is
Dow, and talk over your trucking needs with MIL

ADVANCE-DESIGN TRUCKS
Featuring VALVe-iel-HEAD ENGINES • DIAPHRAGM SPRING
CLUTCH • SYNCHRO-MESH TRANSMISSIONS • HYPOID REAR
AXLES • DOUBLE-ART1CULATED BRAKES • WIDE-SASE MIMS 40
ADVANCE-DESIGN STYLING • DALL-TYPE SIMONS 40
UNIT-DESIGH DOOMS

CITY MOTOR COMPANY
110 Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 38
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n ge
The Woman s ra
rLIZABETH WITTY. Editor.

7-THESE WOMEN!

PHONE 926

Mesdames Joyner And Copeland Entertain
More Than 100 Friends At Bridge Luncheon
The Woman's Club was the
scene of a lovely bridge lunchvon on Wednesday when Mrs. R.
C. Joyner and Mrs. B. O. Copeland dispensed with good food
and delightful entertainment to
rnore than 100 ladies privileged to
attend. The club was gaily decorated in the fall's prettiest blosthe
soms and the open fire in
hearth added a note of warm hoshost-- pitality from the gracious
esses.
LEGION AUXILIARY
HAS SUPPER MEETING
ON MONDAY. OCT. 24
The Auxiliary of the American
Legion enjoyed a pot luck supper
Monday night at 7 p.m. at the
Legion cabin with 14 members
present.

The guests were greeted at the
sloor by the hostesses, Bridge
tables were placed around the
room, each containing a budvase with a single rose.
After the delicous luncheon
bridge was enjoyed by more than '
twenty tables of players. High .
scorer for the afternoon was Mrs.
Rupert Stilley, with Mrs. John
Daniels receiving second high.
Mrs. Paul Workman received low ,
score prize and Miss Mamye Bennett received the door prize.

srAleSs10 I

c-rit..... The table was laden with
,I,.nies, Baldriclee, Abe JoIlcy. wiiipting food.
PALEsTINE WSCS
,
Gingles
Guy
- 1...ilar.lii.u., Alea.'hani,
OBSERVES. THE
Twenty , one -enjoyed the day
M. C. Nall and L. O.' Brailforch '
WEEK OR PRAYER
togetlitr.
The week of prayer and self
aenial of Palestine Woman's So- 4ITIAN BARD
Fred Carden who has been a
ciety of Christian Service was HONORED WITH
patient in the 1. C. Hospital in
innt and
observed Tuesday afternoon in BARBECUE DINNER
hicago las it urnt
Julian Bard arrived Saturday is doing nicely.
the home of Mrs. M. B. Brown
on West street.
afternoon to spend the weekend
Mr. and Mrs. E. Rube have reFifteen members and three viswith his brothers. His family turned from a business trip to
Caritors Mesdames Kate Brown,
bara
with
honored him Sunday
rol Johnson and Howard Arm- becue dinner at the Community Memphis.
bruster were present. Mrs. Bertha Nugent, spiritual life loader.
had charge of the program and
was very inspirational.
Coca-Colas tnd cookies were
served as refreshments.

CHILDREN'S WEAR

LYNN BUSHART
HONORED ON
SIXTH BIRTHDAY
was
Little Miss Lynn Bushart
y
honored on her sixth birthda
ay
with a dinner party Saturd
night given by her parents, Dr.
and Mrs. Ward Bushart.
Invited guests were : Judy
AIoore. Betty McDade, Sidney
Callahan. Patsy Fall, Nancy
Bushart. Susan Bushart and the
honoree.
enGames and contests were
Moore
joyed. Patsy: Fall and Judy
d
won the prizes. Lynn receive
many gifts.

of each of the boys in our ward
on Outwood Hospital.
There was also a discussion to
send a representative from Fulton to Boy•s State and Girls State.
There was a drawing for a door
prize and dues collected.
The meeting was adjourned
with retirement of the colors.

TOTS

TO

TEENS

Complete Selection of Nationally
Clothing and Shoes

Advertised

Use Our Convenient

LAY-AWAY PLAN

you afraid of my womanly intuition?'
MRS. BEN EVANS
Stella
Mostesses were Mrs.
ENTERTAINS CLUB
k
SR.
.
BOYD.
A.
C.
.McNatt
Jones and Airs. Ola Fay
Presbyterfan Church.
ON TUESDAY NIGHT
Small &Tom*, will hold any ()Hic
eci many nice gifts.
with a
s
epenecl
graciou
meeting
The meeting was called to or-1 HONORED 'WITH
The
was
and
Mr.
Evans
d:
include
Ben
,-;Airs.
The guests
N
DINNER
We Have
her
tier by the president, Airs. Aio- BIRTHDAY
. Mr. and Airs. Hai.- son.% "What A Friend
hostes to the members of
C. A. Boyd. Sr., was delight- Mr:. McClain
Mrs
guest.
Jesus."
zelle Rawls. The colors were preIn
one
AlAirs.
and
and
Air.
club
am.
I.,ridae
ed on his birthday vcy Cheath
sented followed by prayer by the fully surpris
Mrs.
Mrs. Glenn Clark, the- presi- T. M. Franklin. Tuesday nh2ht
a dinner and party ton Matheny, Mr. and
s
busines
Chaplain, Airs. Allen Austin. ' recently with
the
A.
over
C.
d
Airs.
preside
aad
dent.
Alr.
hcine on Eddings struct.
and
Dtwes
her
Boyd at their home
Roll call and minutes were read given by Mrs.
session. Mrs. AR.Clay gave an
Boyd. Jr.
Highway.
City
Union
the
on
Frank
Mrs.
sions of cont: ,
ry.
Progres
secreta
by the
interesting article from the GuiclA delicious chicken dinner was
Wiggins. Plans were discussed
S post. The meeting dismissed with enjoy:EA during the' eve:
MAKER
D
P.OME
HFIEL
CRUTC
the
from
.•
style
PHONE 1360
score prize was aw'ardeit Mr,
for a membership drive and it served buffet
prayer by Mrs. Virgil Miller.
dining - HAS OCTOBER MEETING
MI LAKE STREET
appointed
ge.
Baldrid
was decided to have a contest. ! beautifully
G.
RD
lovea
BINFO
hour
G.
social
MRS
the
WITH
During
cloth
lace
a
serv
with
Light refreshments were
Mrs. Stella Jones was appointed table overlaid
The Crutchfield Homemakers ly sandwich plate was served by
with an arrangeof the
captain of the Red side and Mrs. and centered
at' the the hostesses, Airs. Claik and ed at the concloion
meeting
day
all
an
held
.
flowers
fall
Kate Bowlin, captain of Blue. It ment of
Gerald Binford on
Mrs.
of
J.
P.
home
McCI:,'
sang
guests
the
eating
Before
was also decided to have the an25.
"Happy Birthday" to Mr. Boyd. Tuesday, October
nual bingo party in November.
Mrs. Glelen Howell. president.
ng the dinner games of
Followi
The members who attended the
during the presided at the business .mectDistrict Meeting at Princeton bunco were enjoyed
were won ing.
prizes
Bunco
.
evening
October 11 made a most interest
by W. B. McClain, high priie by
ing report of the meeting.
Mrs. Neal Little assisted as
low, Mrs.
The motion was made and sec- Airs. Eph Dawes and
to serve dinner. to fourhostess
Mr. Boyd receivonded to remember the birthday.s W. B
teen members and the followini,
•..iSitors. Mesdames Ray Brown.
Neth,ry. Jr.. Lou
Flicharcl Jeffress. Hayford D.,
The-- Recrnational Program 1, ,
y Airs. Pauline Jarvis was enoyed by all.
The major project lesson was
i...en by Airs. John McClanai.:,:sisted by Mrs. Glelen How,
•nd Mrs. Henry Sams. Selection
lamps and shades and the wiring of lamps was the subject of
cwt.
$5.55
discussion and demonstration.
4u Porkinaker
Warthoust ):
illtry(tiii Prie( N (Front Our
Plans were made to hold a
5.25 cwt.
Porkmaker
Party at Crutchfield School3.95 cwt. Play
house on Friday, December 2nd
day; come now and grab
Sow and Pig Feed
are closing our warehouse Satur
(We
to raise money to send a delegate
cwt.
4.30
Hash
Super Laying
to the Farm and Home Week a.
these bargains, if you can use them).
cwt.
4.15
,
on,
Lexingt
20% Market Lay
Landscape notes on resetting
3.75 cwt. trees
erobe with full-length
Milkmaker
and bulbs were given by
bed, used 50 Double-door new chiff
panel
oak
Henry Sams.
solid
Mrs.
d
cwt.
d-han
3.30
Secon
mirrors,
20% Dairy Feed
The November meeting will be
somebody is mirrors, good solid wood and good
2.85 cwt. held at the home of Mrs. Bryar,
years but still sound as a dollar,
16% Dairy Feed
$25.95
$2.50 just won't sell; reg. $44.95
Kearby on Monday, Novemb,
4.85 cwt. 21st.
missing a bargain for only
Calf Starter

THE BUDGET SHOP

You Can Have 'Ern*
We Don't 1ATant'Em
They're No Good To Us!

SOUMERN STATES
Open Formula Feeds

Soybean Meal, Cottonseed Meal,
Horniny Feed and Tankage

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
Fulton

402 Main St.

Phone 399

UNICO EXTRA TRACTION TIRES
or
Deep-cut buttons, pull you thru snow, sand
Butreverse.
or
forward
mud without chains
tons are self-cleaning. Built for hard service
over the worst of
600 x 16
roads. Passenger car
$13.20
and truck sizes.
• Plus Fed. Tex

MOTOR OIL
Non-corrodre, kw carbon, low consumption- UNICO -For normal service untier regular operating conditions-BU-

REAU PREMIUM -Premium type oil, for
severe service.

BUREAU PREMIUM

WACO OIL

5 Gal. $3.80 5 Gal. $4.55
.•M=w

dmo

UNICO
Permanent

Won't boil outl Contains rust inhibitor.
Ethyl Glycol base.

$295 Gal.

ANTI-FREEZE

New Low Pric* I

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
402 Main St.

Fulton

Phone 399

WEEK OF PRAYER
OBSERVED BY
METHODIST WSCS
The week of prayer and self ,
denial luncheon was held Monday at the First Methodist Church
by the ladies of the Women's So- '
Service.
Christian
of
ciety
There were sixty five present
and three visitors, :Qrs. J. C. ,
Brann. of Oklahoma, Mrs. T.
Herbert of Nashville and Mrs.
Herbert Vaughn.
A lovely pot luck luncheon was
served at 12 o'clock from beautifully decorated tables with arrangements of Fall flowers.
Mrs. G. W. Dimmitt, secretary
of Spiritual Life. had charge of
the devotional, which included
reading of the Scripture. a poem
and a story. all of which was
given in a most impressive manner.
Mrs. H. N. Strong. accompanied
by Airs. C. L. Maddox. sang "Just
For Today" which was greatly
enjoyed by those present.
Airs. Howard Edwards. president of the society.. introduced
the guest speaker, Mrs. E. V.
Underhill of Martin. who is a I
gifted speaker. Her talk "Le!'
This Mind Be In Us Which Was !
In Christ." This was a most in spirational talk and given in al
very interesting manner.
The group was disithissed with I
prayer by the president.
LADIES AID
MEETS MONDAY
OCTOBER 24
The Ladies Aid met Monday
afternoon at 2:30 at the parsor
age with Mrs. E. Rube, hostes
Sixteen members answered
call and cne new member. Mi
Lee Myrick was welcomed in'.
the society.
Mrs. J. H. Lawrence. presider•
gave the devotional and presid
ed over the business session. Th,
society' will have a food sal,
Wednesday. November 23 at th‘
Kentucky Utilities office.
The meeting was dismisse,
with prayer by Mrs. H. A. Couj
ter..
NEW SUNDAY SCHOOL
CLASS HOLDS FIRST
MEETING OCTOBER 25
A newly organized Sundn,
School Class of young worn,
held its first meeting Tuesda•
night at 7:30 at the Cumberland

suite (sta2-piece wine velour living room
; Regular
tionary), loose cushions, (shopworn)
$79.95 so
for
week
S149.95; wouldn't sell last
$74.95
___
down she goes to
r; new,
Studio couch makes bed) blue velou
but with small torn spot on seat,
$39.95
Regular $79.95
tapestry,
Used large platform rocker. beige
Finayou
give
dirty but comfortable (we'll
5
S19.9
foam on this one)
, but
Used studio couch. beige tapestry. soiled
S29.95
not torn or dama2ecl; sold for S109.95

Some brand-new kerosene long and short
burner cook stoves, 5-burner type with oven.
still in crates; heavily insulated; Sold for
$64.95
S91.50 take it in the crate as is
Used kitchen cabinet, excellent condition.
$19.95
sold new for $49.95
New 2-burner oil space heater, reg price on
$29.95
this is $39.95
3 small coal heaters, new; reg. $24.95 $17.50

Siege: NI
:MARV NELL PA
Mr. iincl Mrs. Ellis RI
ited his lather, J. E. RI
Farmington Sunday ai
Mrs. L. C. Bethel an(
Tuesday for their horr
troit after visiting relal
for a few days.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Hershel
were in Paducah Satur,
ping.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
of Alton, Ill., and Miss
Butler of Pilot Oak si
weekend with Mr. and
ney Yates. Sunday gi
Mr. and Mrs. Yates v.
and Mrs. Jessie Butlez
Holland and Mr. and M
er Simons.
Mrs. Aubrey Taylor,
ith Nall and Mrs. Carri
ton were in Paducah
shopping.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Alary, Mr. and Mrs. Jan
zinc! Shirley have returi
a visit in Akron, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. V. R.
son and family of Purye
spent' the weekend with
Mrs. Henry Davis.
Duncan Alexander ,
nutted to the Fulton
Tuesday morning. He v‘
fully injured, he cut pa
little finger off while u
I of the cutting knives.
'

PERSONAL

Mr. and Mrs. John O.
Louisville attended the
niversary at tile First (
Church Sunday. Mrs. P
the former Ruth Nall.
Air. zinc! Airs. Norma
and their guest Mrs. J.(
,ttended the Vanderbili
sas game in Nashville S
They spent the weeker
daughter, Lt. and Mrs.
Gerrish in Clarksville,'
Mrs. Charlts Murphy
phis is th...• guest of her
'Mr. and 7‘.11.. Guy Tucke
Mr. und Mrs. Bob Ph
..1,,cl:son. Tenn.. were
of Air. and Mrs

Sio• Schoe has
•. •••t to relattyts
•••
1,...1•1.
Alf
1Irs
MI, Stella Yates an
Charlts Bushart spent
last week in Memphis.
Mrs. John T. Price a
Virgil' are attending
Chapter of the Eastern
Louisville. this week.
Rev. and Airs. Virgil 1V.
Mason. 111.. are the gu
their daughter, Mrs. Glei
and family on Park Ave.

Witches, Goblins,
Will Be At Lodge

Witches, goblins and
kins will be in evidenc,
when the Parent-Teact
sociation of the Lodgestc
sponsors a Halloween
7:30 p.m.
The public is invited
the event and dress in H
costumes. Cakes and an
blanket will be given a

VISITORS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Rob AI
Thursday morning f,
home in Mineral Wells,
ter enjoying visits in
with Mr. and Mrs. Bi
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
and other relatives.
6

: For Wood, Ceni
ond Concrete Fl
•

A few new small 1-burner pack-around oil
$8.95
heaters; reg price S11.95

, pillow
Used stationary.couch. mohair cover
S19.95 Small maple-finish coffee. table, new $:3.95
s
arms, old and needs slip cover
ade Little mahogany night stand, new, slightly
Platform rocker. used. green machine-m'
0 scarred, reg. $18.95
S22.5
$9.95
needlepoint cover. good condition
new
Double-door glass front utility cabinets,
new baby stroller, kill in the box;
5 Brand
S19.9
ea.
0
$34.5
price
reg.
.
shape
$4.95
good
Reg. $12.95
solid
Solid oak breakfast room suite: heavy
Some special 9 x 12 linoleum rugs,
ched:
scrat
ly
oak chairs, table top slight
$4.95
S29.95 While they last
Regular Price S49.95
The above specials are from our warehouse.

But... Everything at Our Main Store Is Also
On Sale at Good Reductions.
If you are shopping for furniture or household needs,
be sure to visit us NOW.

McDade Furniture Company
212 Church Street

It's easy to make your F
Ilke new with Plortilde, I
•lastic, weor-r•sista
Enamel. You'll like *
works, this way It looks
rff all the way It lash.
9 durable cokes, Black a

$5./5 Gn/

FULTON PAI
GLASS COM]
210 Church St.
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NEW
3IARY NELL PAGE
ARRIV ALS
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Rhddle visDEPARTMENT
ited his father, J. E. Ruddle, of
Farmington Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. L. C. Bethel and son left
Tuesday for their home in DeMr. and Mrs. Edwin House,
troit after visiting relatives here
Clinton, announce the birth of a
for a few days.
seven pound daughter, born TuesMr. and Mrs. Hershel Matheny
day October 26.
were in Paducah Saturday shopping.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Hailey, FulMr. and Mrs. Ernest Johnson ton, Route , are the parents of a
Mae
Susie
Miss
of Alton, Ill., and
seven pound,.12 ounct son born
Butler of Pilot Oak spent the October 24, at Jones• Hospital.
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. BarMr. and Mrs. Earl Forsee, Jr.,
ney Yates. Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Yates were: :Mr. Fulton, Route 2, are the parents
and Mrs. Sessie Butler, Lucille of a boy born October 23 at Jones
Holland and Mr. and Mrs. Chest- Hospital.
er Simons.
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon Reid anMrs. Aubrey Taylor, Mrs. Ed- nounce the birth of a seven pound
ith Nall and Mrs. Carrie Hamil- 12 ounce son born October 24 at
ton wer0 in Paducah Saturday, the Fulton Hospital.
shopping.
Mr. and Mrs. James Harris,
Mr.'and Mrs. Harry Neale and
Mary, Mr. and Mrs. James Neale Fulton Route 4, announce the
and Shirley have returned front birth of a son born October 23 at
tin Fulton Hospital.
a visit in Akron, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. V. R. Stephen- I
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Elam, Fulson and family'of Puryear, Tenn. I ton, Route 1, are the parents of a
i :lien( the weekend with Mr. and baby girl born Octoher 23 at
P Mrs. Henry Davis.
Jones Hospital.
Duncan Alexander was ad- I
• !flitted to the Fulton Hospital
Tuesday morning. He was pain, fully injured. he cut part of hi,
little finger off while using ene
i of the' cutting knives.

GLAD GIRLS CLASS
Two Fulton Hi Crads
South Fulton Scouts
HAD HALLOWEEN
Gef Murray Offices
PARTY, OCTOBER 24
1 Organize Troop 40
The Glad Girls Class of the
Two Fulton High School grad- ; Five South Fulton boys em ;
First Baptist Church enjoyed a
uates have been elected to class barked on boyhood's
greatest ,
Hollaween party Monday night
officers at Murray State College, ; venture Monday night when1
at the church.
They are:
Troop 40, Boy Scouts of America I
A delectable two course dinner
Jane Shelby, 19, daughter of was organized with Elbert Johns,
was served at attractively dec- Mr. and
Mrs. Claude C. Shelby, I Scout executive conducting the
orated tables, carrying out the Highlands who was
elected vice- meeting.
Halloween motif.
president of the Commerce Club.
The boys are: Ronald MacMrs. Carl Hastings, the teachMiss
is
Shelby
a sophmore. Fields, Alton Barnes, Manus E.
er, of the class, gave the devo- She graduated from
Fulton High. Williams, Dickie Strong and Jartional, after which games were
Jim Janaes, 20, son of Mr. and ry Rumley.
enjoyed.
Mrs. George T. James, 214 SecMeeting at the South Fulton
Hostesses were: Mrs. Max Mc- onct street Fulton,
who was gym. Hershel Kimbell was made
Knight Mrs. Lewis Rizzle and
ele4ed-irebretary of the Junior Scoutmaster and Manus Williams
Mrs. Wilburn Allen.
clasti.
assistant.
Mrs.
:were:
Members attendirig
He is a member of the debate
The .new troop will meet every
LaLarry
Mrs.
Lowell Williams,
team and the Spanish Club. He Monday night at 7:30 at the gym,
Mrs.
Sandra,
daughter,
is a graduate ot Fulton High.
tham, and
according to W. M. Blackstone,
Richfird Myatt, Mrs. Newton
and all boys are invited to join.
klancock,
Avery
Mrs.
Ruddle,
SERVICES SUNDAY
Twigg,
Porter
Mrs.
Fry,
AT
Dee
Mrs.
OAK GROVE CHURCH
Mrs. C. T. Maddox, Mrs. Frank
Mrs. Lubin Grissom, Mrs. Jessie
A. O. Colley of Dallas, Texas Cole and Mrs. Stella Yates have
Davis, Mrs. Eldred Choat, Mrs. will be at Oak Grove Church of returned from a visit to Mrs. W.
Clyde Hill, Mrs. Robert Lowry, Christ on October 30. There will E. Simmons in Adairville, Tenn.
Miss Sarah Collins, Mrs. H. L. be all day services with dinner Mrs. Simmons formerly lived in
Milstead, Mrs. Hastings and one on the grounds.
Fulton.
guest, Miss Andy DeMyer.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Dunning
and son, Jack have returned te
their home in Jackson, Tenn.,
after a visit to her mother, Mrs
Stella Ellis.

11.,

Sue Scina! has returned
,.1 le relatives in Para.

CITY ACROSS I WEST OF
ELDORADO
THE RIVER
lirSUNDAY - MONDAY

VISITORS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Rob McCoy left
Thursday morning for their
home in Mineral Wells, Texas after enjoying visits in Fulton
with Mr. and Mrs.. Bill Ayers.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pitman
and other relatives.

TUESDAY

th e
Apparently
American people
don't agree with the
anti-trust lawyers, for
many, many thous-ands
of them are writing
and saying:

my BO

O'CONNOR • COBoe.N
Lip

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

ONCE MORE MY DARLING
Ann

ill)

Ro!)ert
MONTGOITERY

e."

Witches, goblins and pumpkins will be in evidence tonight
when the Parent-Teacher's Association of the Lodgeston School
sponsors a Halloween party at
7:30 p.m.
The public is invited to attend
the event and dress in Halloween
costumes. Cakes and an all-wool
blanket will be given as prizes.

Apparently the antitrust lawyers, who are
trying to put A&P out
of business, think so.

VTR,-

to

Witches, Goblins,
Will Be Ai Lodgeston

Is it wrong for you
to shop at our stores,
if, by so doing, you will
make o u r • business
grow?

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Big Double Hit

Alf
:1111 \Irs
M
7.11,. Stella Yates and
one
spent
Charlt s Bushart
last week in Memphis.
Mrs. John T. Price and Mrs.
Grand
Virgil' are attending
Chapter of the Eastern Star in
Louisville. this week.
Rev. and Mrs. Virgil Miller
Mason. III.. are the guests
their daughter, Mrs. Glenn Clark
and family on Park Ave.

CUSTOMERS'
CORNER
Is it wrong for us to
give you more good
food for your money?

PERSONALS
Nlrs. John O. Pasco of
Louisville attended the 75th anniversary at tin. First Christian
Church Sunday. Mrs. Pasco is
thr; former Ruth Nall.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Terry
and their guest Mrg. J. C. Brann
,ttended the Vanderbilt-Arkansas carne in Nashville Saturday.
They spent the weekend with
daughter. Lt. and Mrs. Richard
Gel rish in Clarksville, Tenn.
Murphy of MemMr,
tiest tof her parents.
7!
end \lris Guy Tuck/ r.
Mi. anil Mrs. Huh Phlops et
Jae7:sen. Tenn , \vele Sendio.
et Mr. and NIrs. C. NV

Tii

ORPHEUM

in City!
SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY, Always First Run
MAT. MON., TUES.. 2:30; SUN. 2:00 CONT.
NIGHT SHOWS, 7:00 — SATURDAY 12:00 CONT.

"lVe like A&P and
don't want them
put out of business."

Candy for Halloween
HARVEST MIX
CREAM DROPS
JELLY BEANS
BUTTERSCOTCH BALLS

FRJDAY - SATURDAY
Big—DOUBLE FEATURE—BIG
"FIRST RUN"

NEW PACK

HUNTED VET IN
FRAME-UP NET!

APPLE SAUCE
NO. 2 CAN

; For Wood, Cement ;
• and Concrete Floors •

2FoR 25,

RED OR BLA('K PITED

CHERRIES
NO. 2 ('AN

25,

CARTOON — LONG HAIRED HARE
PLUS — BRICK BRADFORD NO. 11, SERIAL

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday --- Oct. 30, 31, Nov. 1
FIRST RUN IN CIT1

MITCHUM'S NEWEST

GOLDEN WHOLE GRAIN

NIBLETS CORN
12-oz Cans

2

irs MITCHUM'S
NEWEST PICTURE!
A tough, terrific

WHY PAY MORE!
SUITS, COATS, D:
Cleaned and Prcised

65c
SKIRTS, SWEATERS AND PANTS

35c

29(

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SOUTH FULTON CLEANERS
Phone 1633
It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!

A FAVORITE HALLOWEEN TREAT
A & P's FAMOUS JANE PARKER

11)()NUTS
DAILY

e

GOLDEN BROWN 1
DOZEN IN PKG.
Fresh Baked

Pumpkin Pie
1:A.

Ittallosveen

Fresh Crisp

Layer Cake

Potato Chips

Specially Decorated
EA.

1-I.B. CAN

89,

39,

75,

12 oz 49t

oz. pkg. 29c

3 lbs. 29c
Apples
2 for 19c
Grapefruit
Italian Chestnuts. ...1b. 19c
Bag 19c
Cranberries 1nm
2for 29c
Cocoanuts
lb. 39c
Pork Loin
lb. 55c
HAMS
lb. 37c
Smoked Picnics
Boston Butts, lb. ▪ . • 49c
2
Ched-O-Bit
5 lbs. 49c
Dried Beans
19c
Oleomargarine
27c
Tuna Fish
30c
Cranberry Sauce
Golden Delicious
(Washington Box)
Florida
64 - 70 size

• ••

Large
Size

Fresh
Honduras

Rib End
(Loin End Lb. 53c)
Sunnyfield
Ready to Eat

American
Cheese Food

PEAS

Sure
Good

1-Lb.
Ctn.

Flakes
And Chunks

No 1/,

Tin

Ocean Spray
2 No. 300 can&,

Stargo Liquid

;
n PINS
CaIITHE
‘

to_

Zinn

FIG BARS

11t. Rot

STARCH

17c

CODFISH CAKES

20'

ILJOaf " 1 69c

Navy-Pinto or
Gr. Northern

Gortons

NO. 303 CAN

DATED
FOR FRESHNESS

Pkg. of 30
GREEN GIANT

, adventure in
grand larceny!

65c

HATS Cleaned and Blocked

4 to 8 Lb.
Avg.

25'

•

6

Page 7

Oz. Pkg.

20c

WootIburys (Bath Size)

FACIAL SOAP

25c
1-I.b.Box

Cut Rite (125 Ft.)

29c

WAX PAPER

2 for 23c
22c

Robert

MITCHUM
Jane

DATE NUT ROLL

William

GREER • BENDIX

8 OZ.

la oz Cello Bag

it

af on

$5.15 Gal.
FULTON PAINT &
GLASS COMPANY
210 Church St.

Phone 909

2—NEW-2
MURDER AND MiN
ARE NO MIMI

DOUBLE BILL

17'

N
litlIEN
si
PAT 011in
ormsalltaw-1—

rig
*

SWEETHEART
SOAP
BAR

GOLDEN

11(

STRONGHEARTS
CAN

19'

3

for 27C

DEL RI('H

BABY FOOD

3

DOG FOOD

2

PARD
16-oz. Cans

27,

FORTEFIED FOR EXTRA NUTRITION

MARGARINE

KEYKO MARGARINE

1-LB. CTN. 33(

29c

1-I.B. CTN.

Color Pak
Molasses and Pop Corn

BEECHNUT BABY FOOD
STRAINED

19

‘

69"-

A F0041 Your Dog Will Like

PENNANT SYRUP

GERBERS

Strained or Chopped
CANS 26(

JAMESCAC

$1.65

ECONOMY BATH SIZE

MARSHMALLOWS

It's easy to make your floori look
Ilk• new with FlorhIdo, the tough,
•lastic, w•ar-r•sistant Floor
Enamel. You'll Ilk• the way It
works, the way It looks and best
lasts. Comes in
9 durable colors, Black and White.

CIGARETTES
CTN. INC. TAX

21(

PURITAN

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY Nov. 2 - 3
Bargain Day --- 2 Big Hits

A& p Self Service

POPULAR BRAND

DROME OARY

II

CRACKER JACK

CHOPPED
jARS

19(

6

Pkg%

25(

Friday, Oi

Friday, Oceober 28, 1949

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucla

Y.
to her mother, Mrs. Charles Hudmothers, Mrs. Ef- and family in Buffalo, N.
the Ott:activeness of a home and guests of their
Clardy
dleston.
M.
D.
Mrs.
and
Williams.
Dr.
J.
B.
also the usefulness and accom- fie Witty add Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Plott have have returned to their home in
niirhments of the persons in it.
of returned to their home in De- Hopkinsville, Ky., after a visit 9atronize our Advertisers!
The types and numbers
visit to her
lamps required for good lighting Quion, Ill., after .a
_
Exum and Mrs. W.
varies•with each room. White or father, T. M. Walnut street.
PifONE 924
near white shade linings will L. Joynec on
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor.
Mr. antl Mrs. Regenold Johnmake the most efficient use of
light. _Open top shades are al- son and son, Jack, of Memphis
gene Hoodenpyle, Jack Burton, most always desirable. Nothing were weekend guests of her sisMRS. SAMS
Eugene Waggoner and Herbert less than a 100 watt bulb should ter, Mrs. Freeman Dallas.
HOSTESS TO
Brady.
ever be used for close work.
Mrs. Will Whitnel and son,
BRIDGE CLUB
A suitable shaped vase, bottle Jimmy and -Tommy Phillips ator jar, tall enough to make a tended the antique show and
Mrs. Ardell Sams was hostess SEVENTH GRADE
Putting the pup'throt
good light can be converted in- Navy Band Concert in Paducah
to the members of her bridge HONORED WITH
to a lamp.
club Thursday, Oct. 20 at her WEINER ROAST
Saturday.
his paces, or enjoying
home on Central avenue.
The Club met_Wednesday, Oct.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Williams
The sgventh grade of Miss Lois
Bond & Lillard—both cartj
y
Games of contract were enCommunit
daughter,
their
of
are the guests
Jean Hindman from Carr Insti- 19 in the Palestine
* be mighty companionjoyed and Miss Lily B. Allen tute went to the home of H. G. House with Mrs. Harold Copeland Mrs. Robert Koelling and famiwas high scorer for the evening. Butler, east of town for a wein- and Mrs. Ervin Bard as hostess- ly in Chicago and Mrs. Nick Kish
able. Take pleasure
.idge binMrs. Joe Fly won the br
this 93 proof Kentucky
er roast on Wednesday afternoon. es. A delicious pot luck lunch •.vas
go.
Picnic lunch was served on the served at noon to the members
whiskey, tonightl
The hostess served a sandwich lawn to: Emmett Reeds, Bennie and two visitors, Mrs. Louie
plate to Miss Allen, Mrs. Fly, Sams, Nancy Jeffress, Joyce Bard and Mrs. A. W. Ferguson.
Mrs. Howard Strange, Mrs. Eula Fortner, Gerald Bushart, Jackie
4ff
The club also enjoyed having
ogari.:.,Uut4,4,
Mulford and Misses Tommy Nell Edwards, Gaylon Virden, Eliza- Mrs. McLeod, Home A-gent, presAdoland
Anderson
Mary
Gates,
beth Sisson, Judy Harding, Burn- ent in the afternoon and especial_
MOTOR REBUILDING?
phus Latta.
ham Dallas, Bobby Cursey, Anne ly enjoyed the report of her trip
GENERAL REPAIRS?
Demonstration
Home
Carolyn Roberts, to the
Edwards,
Jean
MRS. MEACHAM
BATTERY SERVICE?
Hill, Agents Convention in Colorado
Mary Ann Hill, Beverly
ENTERTAINS WITH
Charles Binford, Myra Jackson, Springs, Colo.
MOTOR TUNE-UP?
DESSERT BRIDGE
will
The meeting in November
Radford, Carl Dean
Shelby
Brown.
C.
H.
Mrs.
with
—Let—
Mrs. Dudley Meacham enter- Wright, B. C. Humphries, Charles be
tained -with a dessert bridge Andrews, Jerry Pigue, Milton
Thursday, Oct. 20, at her home Exum, Patty Jean Ferguson,
in Highlands complimenting the Becky Wiseman, Paula DeMyer,
Ray Pickering of Memphis
Jane Hawks, Don Bowen, Joan
Thursday bridge club.
spern the weekend with his
do it for you.
Mrs. Mel Simons received high McClanahan, Bobby Boaz, Bev- mother,.Mrs. R. E. Pickering.
score prize for the members and erly Burgess and Marilyn Butler
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Forrest of Paschall St. (Martin Hi-way)
Afton
with
grade
the
seventh
guests
of
Mrs. Buren Rogers for the
Memphis were weekend guests
Fulton, Hy.
Phone 332-J
Members playing were Mesdames Jackson and Elaine and Edward of Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Bruce.
Butler.
Maddox,
L.
C.
Simons, Don Hill,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Witty rif
HindMiss
es
were:
Stilley.
Chaperon
Rupert
P. O. Copeland,
Birmingham, Ala., were weekend somminummomplaiii
Guests were Mrs. Rogers and man, Mrs. Charles Pa'yne, Mrs.
DeMyer,
Paul
Mrs.
Nall,
Martin
Fowlkes.
Mrs. R. A.
Mrs. J. G. Varden, Mrs. Alexander Jackson and Mrs. Butler.
DESSERT BRIDGE
GIVEN FRIDAY
VICTORY HOMEMAKERS
AT STRATA CLUB
HAS MEETING OCT. 19
was
bridge
dessert
lovely
A
The proper selection of lamps
given Friday afternoon at the
and the correct use of electric
Strata Club by Mrs. Howard Edlighting in the home is very eswards, Mrs. Thomas Mahan, Mrs.
sential according to Mrs. Charles
e
J. L. Jones, Jr., and Mri. Homer
Upton,and Mrs. Harold WilliamKENTUCKY WHISKEY
Wilson.
leaders
gs
,„
Home
son,
Furnishin
— A BLEND
Places were laid at a long Urs
Homemake
Victory
the
""
for
shaped table centered with beau- Club.
l
2100
one
CEntra
Teleph
or
Write
•
tiful arrangements of yellow
s Prcd..icts Corp , New Y
t•l,t 101 1.:`
If lamps are carefully chosen
chrysanthemums in low crystal and used effectively they increise
immsmormm.or
Inein
bowls, flanked by graduated yellow candles.
A delicious dessert course was
rserved the guests upon arrival.
after which the afternoon was
spent in games of bridge.
lt.te
Bridge prizes were awarded to
Mrs. Jack Edwards, high, Mrs.
Mrs.
high,
second
Guy Gingles,
Horace Reams, third, Mrs. C. D.
Mrs. Clarice
Edwards, low.
Thorpe won the door prize.
Mrs. H. F. McGinnis of Charleston, S. C., was an out of town
guest.

The Woman s Page

!
,._01
".':'
ComPx
.
Goa
A

DO YOU NEED

Does

toss of
Hearing
RobYou
of Success and
Happiness?
Here's new hope for tht hard of hear.
that
ins. Thousands have discovered
to
a BeItone hearing aid restores them
...
life
social
and
normal business
helps thern hear clearly again without
is so
strain. The tiny one-unit Beltone
easy to wear. No separate battery
pack. No dangling battery wires.
Unsurpassed for power and clarity.

No Button
in the Ear
Hide your deafness with the
new Retrofit Phantomold.
People won't notice 00
wear • bearing aid. Mail
coupon tod•y for FREE
booklet that tells all the
'marina facts.

MONO-PAC
Oise-lbili Miming Aid

1111

PERSONALS

I

I

_J

there's

IRO]
in your
'Installat

im
CIT

WILSON'S GARAGE

-a
FOR

PECANS WANTED

Highest prices paid. Buying
all year, one bag or a carload.
Ship to R. E. Funsten Co.
1515 Delmar Blvd.
St. Louis 3, Mo.

h
ut
yo
fountain of

FRESH-TESTED BATTERIES
All Makes
Mail ns your battery orders
We pay postage
Write far home demonstration. MRS. BENEDICT
NO COST — NO OBLIGATION COMPLIMENTS
THURSDAY CLUB

O. A. Roland
was
Mrs. Edward Benedict
2031 Jefferson hostess to the members of her
Phone 4946
bridge club Thursday Oct. 20 at
Paducah, Ky.
her home on Oak Street.
Four guests, Mrs. Tornzny PowFREE BOOK - MAIL COUFON
er:,. Mrs. Wallace Asby, Mrs. T.
1 J. Kramer, Jr., and 'Miss Virginia
Beltone Hearing Service
i
Howard were included in the
Box 727. Paducah, Hy
I
tables of members.
three
Volt%
FRU
mle•ble
ow
Plows Nod
ifSS AND HO
Miss Virginia Howard was amAEFil
gout clgE
warded high score prize and
,.. I Mrs. Hubert Brady, low.
Name
The hostess served light refreshments. Members playing
were Mesdames: Charles Looney,
Stiot•
own
Addrwa
I T
David Phelps, J. C. Olive, Eu-

Winter i

N

OW'S the time when Autumn calls you
out for a ramble in your Buick.

Slide under the rvheel and answer that call!
Take a Fireball cruise through the countryside, with your heart growing lighter and the
years slipping off your shoulders at each mile!
Just one reminder, though. Make sure your
Buick is in--top-shape to keep-step-with-you.
First bring it in to us—and let us clean sum-

mer's dust out of your air filter. flush out
tired summer crankcase oil w ith its grit ano
goo, check your carburetor adjustment to see
that you're getting the most powerful, most
economical mixture with October's cooler,
heavier atmosphere.
We can do this quickly, economically, with
a sure touch. Our thorough Buick training
and long Buick experience in doing each job
the factory-designated way have earned us a
reputation—we're the "Fountain of Youth"
for Buicks.
To make it easy, we've printed a Fall Check
List below. Just tear this out, drive in this
vveek and hand it to us — and when you
head out for the open road there'll be a happy
smile on your face!

Ky. 31 F
clover, ce]
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Barley.
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Fall Checkup— lights, brakes, tire
wear, front-end alignment, oil filter unit,
battery, car heater.

"There's lots more to tell you...

Adjust—Carburetor, distributor.

but someone else may want to use the
PARTY LINE"
It's thoughtfulness like this that makes your party
line neighbors thoughtful of you. It allows others
to call and frees the line for incoming callS.
MANY of our customers desire different types
of service which are not generally available
now--guch as individual line or two-party line
service. We have a record of all such applications and we're working hard to provide the
cables and central oftce equipment necessary
to furnish the desired service assoon as possible.
TOL/THUM BILL TIL/PHONE AND TIL/GRAPH COMPANY

ANY

ray

FREE
RIEGLE
goer. w.
—les buil

witpuiNrne
teething em

Clean—Air cleaner.
Flush —Crankcase, cooling system.
Estimate—Antifreeze requirements.

Slickest

Also— Lubrica re (bumper -to- bumper
lubrication and inspedionl

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224-228 Fourth Street

Fulton, Kentucky
11=1111111E111=Elannagspeter
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Mrs. Charlotte Smith and J.
Mr. and Mrs. Moore Joyner
tend the sessions, which continue
there for the past Jour years.
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Melton visited in Mayfield and
Mr. and Mrs. n. K. Vick of through Saturday.
Murray Sunday.
Thomas R. Underwood, repre- Ed. Harman in Union City.
Ripley spent a while Sunday
morning with her father, Char- sentative of the 6th Congression(Continued from Page 3)
lie Phillips. He returned home al District of Kentucky, and Fathrough ther aul C. Reinert, president
playing football for a long time with them to remain
of St. Louis University, are aand he has made good. He will Monday.
mong local, state and national
be unable to play anymore footC
-t
1
i
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tit
.*:
mk:::::1
a
:
1
4
speakers scheduled to address the fj.i.. ,. .
ball but he will play basketball State Nurses To Meet
members during the three-dav
and I am sure he will be good.
which
osoft
of
.
'
f
.
09
,,,NS*
40
meeting, all sessions
Good luck, Bobby. He is in the In Lexington Oct. 27
'a...ft....ye.% .• • 1...•
1
The Kentucky State Associa- will be held at the Phoenix.
Fulton Hospital and is doing just
Presiding at the convention
I I
g.i L
iiif
1.,i
tion of Registered Nurses will
fine.
"4...11E0
1""Imoo,.........
will be Mrs. Stella T. Collins,
in
on
conventi
annual
its
Carnihold
Senior
and
Junior
i
The
golff'ojb 'oi0
el'oo...„;
AsState
the
of
t
presiden
y, R.N.,
--",..„7,00, "...1 .
val is the topic of conversation Lexington tieginning Thursda
sciatinn.
426 Lake St. Fulton, Ky. Phone 93
around here now and the Fresh- i October ,2,7:; 1949. Approximately
AID
man plan to have a chili supper 300 graduate nurses and 75 stuPhone 470 for Job Printing.
on Nov. 10 to raise money for our dent nurses are expected to atKing and Queen.
Wonder why C.S. has so much
interest in Carr Institute? Are
you interested in the eighth
grade, Charles?
Is B. P. really a woman hater?
Come on Bill, give.
Who is M. Y. really a woman
hater? Come on Bill, give.
Who is M. Y. forever talking
about from Martin? Couldn't be
J. R. could it, Martha?
Does T. P. love anything else
besides music and studies? Don't
have a flame do you Tommy?
Could anyone tell us which one
of the Junior girls J. P. is interested in? Could it be B.S.J.,
Joe.
Seems F. G. has a certain crush
on a Sophomore boy. Watch out
boys.

SCHOOL NEWS

Winter is on the way, but it isn't here YET . . .
there's still time to install an

IRON FIREMAN STOKER
in your home or business office.
'Installation can be made in a few hours.

20% Granulated Phosphate
25' Potash
Complete line of Fertilizers

Immediate Delivery

CITY COAL COMPANY
PHONE 51

Enk@HOMOR

For Fine Liquors

TEN LITTLE FREE WORKARS
`7Zdea/te /z6' xe/ot/ceezt

111111111111111MIN1111
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FOR YOUR FALL SEEDING:
— See Us For —
Ky. 31 Fescue, certified and uncertified ; Ladino
clover, certified and uncertified ; Red top, orchard
-grass, rye grass, red clover, blue grass. _
Barley, wheat, winter turf oats, Balboa Rye.
alfalfa, crimson clover.
20 PHOSPHATE AND MIXED FERTILIZERS

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
PHONE 620

409 COLLEGE ST.
Cu‘tom Seed Cleaning

Custom Grinding and Mixing

111111111111111111111111111111
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Cayce Schooi
The Cayce High Basketball
schedule for 1949-1950 is as follows.
November
I—Fulgham at Cayce.
4—Brewers at Cayce.
8--Lynn Grove at Cayce.
I I—Cayce at Lone Oak.
14—Hardin at Cayce.
16—Western at Cayce.
23—Cayce at Farmington.
29--Cayce at Lowes.
December
1—Hickman at Cayce.
9—Cayce at Wingo.
16—Cayce at Hardin.
20—Cayce at Clinton.
January
6—Cayce at Western.
10—Lowes at Cayce.
13—Fulton at Cayce.
18—Farmington at Cayce.
20--Cayce at Fulton.
27—Clinton at Cayce.
February
2—Cayce at Hickman.
3—Cayce at Brewers.
7—Lone Oak at Cayce.
10—Cayce at Fulgham.
14—Wingo at Cayce.
17—Cayce at Lynn Grove.
25—Cuba at Cayce.
The "B" team games will start
at 7:15 p. m., and the "A" team
games will start at 8:15 p.m. The
admission will be 35c for adults,
and 25c for children.

REDDY

DOCTOR

RAILROADER

MINER

STEELWORKER

FARMER - LAWYER

GROCER

SALESCLERK

REPORTER

TEN little free workers in this country fine and fair;

But if you cherish your freedom—worker hove a care/
Ten little free workers—Reddy was doing fine
Until the socialists got him—then there were nine.

1

CV

NINE little free workers laughed at Reddy's fah,.eight.
Along came federal medicine—then there were

?3

•co

n—
EIGHT little free workers thought this country heave
were seven.
there
en
ads—th
raitro
But the government took over the

Et

fix.
SEVEN tittle free workers—!till the miners got in asix.
Uncle said coal's essentiol, and took oyes, leaving

WEST STATE LINE
Mrs. Edgar Grissom, Cor.

Several from this community
attended the funeral of Mrs. Ida
heater!
oil
type
furnace
ic
automat
5-way
with Siegler
Grissom which was held at the
Goodspring C. P. Church Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock. Mrs.
Grissom had been in bed for the
past year having fallen and broke
Before you buy
her hip. She was the aunt of Edony oil hooter...
gar Grissom, Mrs. C. B. Caldopen the door
well and Mrs. Louis Thompson of
this community and Mrs. Vanford
ond look inside!
, Smiley of Riceville.
Our sympathy goes to Mrs.
ONLY IN SIEGLER
NW 7
Ruth Fulcher of Clinton,. formWill YOU FIND THE
o
,to.r
erly of this community, in the
loss of her mother, Mrs. Clayton
McClendon of Hickman, who died
at 9:15 p. m. at Haws Hospital
on Thursday evening Oct. 202 She
leaves her husband, four daughTHE HEATER WITH
ters, two sons and eleven grandchildren. She was buried SaturTHE HEAT TUOISI
, day at si3rownsville Cemetery
Doable the hooting
I with the Rev. Crums of Sikeston,
Mo., in charge.
'adore ... double the
I A good attendance was at the
beat forted from
State Line Mission Saturday eveFORCED
*very drop of oil'
ning and Sunday afternoon. Rev.
AIR
Baird brought two fine messages.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd McMillan
FLOOR HEAT!
of Riceville spent a while WedFREE -TROPICAL
COlD 110011 ritOSEINI
nesday evening with Mrs. Ellis
1.115 10 Imf 110110M 01111E
Phillips and sons.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Weatherwanted
You get everything you've evera Siegler!
ford and sons, Wallace and James
when you get
oll beater
heater
oil
an
Sreyler
in
II your
ss, furspent Sunday with their daughmolten() hot.
You get appearance, compactneIt circutwit delrver
ter, Mrs. Edgar Grissom and Mr.
-volume full-house heating!
nace
the toot than
over
off
beet
heat
tar
Grissom. It was Mr. Weatherlates heat off the top...radiates heat,
sue auto
comparable
floods
It
ANY
sides, front and back!
ford's 78 birthday.
Prte•
thanks
And,
floors.
nprdIess of mehe or
the
over
ankle-high
Little Susan Stokes was out of
ic Draft
moot, blok.
you get your
to the new, patented Sieglermat
school a few days the past week
heat!Com... you get constant, uniform
. re.
because of illness. She was under
pare Siegler with any oil heater sturdier
the doctor's care.
gardless of make or price! It'sit has the
...
inistied
Mrs. Hillman Collier and lit... it's porcelain-f
exclusive"Two-In-One Heatmaker"—an
FREE BUILT-IN
.tle daughter,. Linda, spent Wedextra lubular heater inside!
SIEGLERMATIC DRAFT
nesday with her brother and
hoolly woold cool MO odat."11
family, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
hool
moon.
—
built
—
Bowers of Fulton.
SON! wrnendously.. cosh you
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
attended church in Fulton Sunday evening.
AUTOMAT/C
PATENrro
Mr. and Mrs. Horce Lynch of
Harris were the weekend guests
OIL HEATERS
of her sister and family Mr. and
Mrs. Vance Hicks, Willis and Edna Virginia.
The rain on Friday and Sunday evening has slowed down
the corn pickers. Most of our
farmers would have gotten their
corn out this week if it had not
Phone 1
208 Lake St.
been for the rain.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Sutton, who ,
has been living with her parents since they were married
Sept. 10, have moved to P. F. ,
near Palestine
— King's place
Church. J. P. has been employed
The NEWS!

SiX little free workers 'till the day did arrive
Use stetl mills, too, were federalized—then there were

7_,
101.,„_
.4111111111111111111

five.

.
it 4

more.
FIVE Mtge free workers—but the farmers ore free no four.
only
leaves
tisot
ivized—
The farms have been collect

iitt,p.

A

•%

FOUR little free workers till the government did decree
three.
All must have free legal acivice—thon there were

'1111111U
IHATIME1

few,
THREE little free workers—the number is gening there were two.
hen
food—t
selling
es
groceri
But with government

almost done;
Two little free workers—our story's
stores—that leavec only one.
With clerks at work in federal

MONEY BACK
GU AR AMIE

—
ONE little free worker—the reporter son-of-a-gun
none.
Mustn't criticize government—so now there are

•

TEN little workers—but they ere no longer free fixed rate you see,
They work when and where ordered, and at a

only seen fit to agree
And it all could have been prevented if they'd
can happen to mel''
never
And to work together instead of saying, "It

FULTON HARDWARE
& FURNITURE CO.

=E.

It Pays To Advertise In

•
Vote "Yes- for
HELP KENTUCKY!Novembe
r 8th General

UTILITIES COMPANY
'AI" 9
INC

0

t

P

Constitutional Amendment No 2 in the
care for Kentucky's
Election Your "y-ec- vote means better
improved public heal?'
.
citizens
ill
tuberculous• and mentally
. . . more good roads
children
your
II. service . . . better schools for
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WATER VALLEY
Odell IP•uckett, Car.
Mrs. W. D. Duno has returned
to her home in Paducah after
spending some time with her sister, Mrs. Earl Bard and Mr. Bard.
Miss Ada Pigue shopped in
Fulton Wednesday morning. She
bought a new radio.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Coltharp attended the singing convention
held at Sedalia.
Miss Emma Carr has returned
to her home here after visiting
relatives and friends in the Pilot
Oak community.
Mrs. Harold Puckett and Mrs.
J. C. McAlister shopped in Fulton Monday afternoon.
Claude Hargrove received a
very painful, but not serious,
foot injury while workng on the
rail road Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Iral Williams
and family have returned to
their home in Pineville, Ky., after spending some time his parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Eaker
and other relatives.
Mrs. Gilson Latta entertained
her bridge club Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. J. Z. Farmer won
high score prize.
Mrs. Loudene Mitchell and
Mrs. Herbert Kirby spent Wednesday night with Mrs. T. E.
Eaker.
T. E. Eaker attended Grand
Lodge of Masons in Louisville
last week.
Mrs. Ruby Walton and Mrs.
Pearl Barnes of Paducah spent
the weekend with Miss Grace .
Barnes and Mrs. J. Z. Farmer.
They all visited in Fulton with
Mrs. W. E. Rell Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gossum
have returned to their home here
after visiting their daughter, Mr. '
and Mrs. James- Copeland and
family near Wingo.
Miss Odell Puckett spent
Thursday night n Paducah with
Miss Hula Mae Coaley.
Little Jimmie Bishop, son of
Rev. and Mrs. Bryan Bishop, received a serious head injury in
a fall from his bicycle Saturday.
He is receiving treatment in the
Methodist • Hospital in Memphis.
Mrs. Harold Puckett and Odell;
Puckett spent Saturday night
with Misses June and Jo Ann i
Bishop.
Mrs.
Funeral services for
Annie Pryor were held Sunday
afternoon at the Church of
Christ. Mrs. Pryor died Wednesday afternoon at the Masonic
Home in Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Ingram and
Harold Puckett visited in Detroit over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. G.G. Edwards of
Metropolis visited Sunday with
his brother, Mr. and Mrs. W. T.
Edwards.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hopkins,
Glenn Puckett, Misses Puneltta
Hopkins and Jo Ann Bishop
spent Sunday in Memphis 1,•isi'ing Mrs. Hopkins' brother who
a patient in the Baptist Hospital and Jo Ann's brother who is
a patient in the Methodist Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Charlton
and children were Sunday night
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Will Puckett
Mrs. Harold Puckett spent
Monday night with Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. McAlister.
Mesdames W. T. Edwards, Hal
Kizer, Edna Latta and Jeannie
Scott are spending a few days
in Memphis visiting relatives and
friends.

F- ULTON ELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO7

PIERCE STATION

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Phone 100

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Pickering
of Jackson, Tenn., spent the week
end with his mother, Mrs. R. E.,
Pickering.

SPEEDY LONG-LASTING relef for

RHEUMATISM
ACHES-PAINS

Don't 'dose' yourself. Rub the aching
part well with Musterole. Its great
pain-relieving medication speech; fresh
blood to the painful area, bringing
ama. ,rig relief. II pain is intense buy .:xtra Strong Musterole.

Farmingtoi
Dear Mr. and Mrs. N
Fulton County News
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Westphelings:
I am dropping you
Mort Complete Stem

STREET
NEW LOCATION . . . . 217 EAST FOURTH

. Keep Your Eye On .

442 Lake Um

OUR TIMELY
MONEY SAVING
VALUES FOR YOUR HOME

ARM'
The Regular
Field Jacket.
and PRICED

Forres
204 MAIN STREE

HOT

Pr]

1000 Items.•.1000 Bargains

Bar BDelicious Sar
Hamburgers

handyman
Furniture ... paints, enamels ... carpenter and
s ...
tools . dishes and glassware ... hardware and fixture
scoop to kitfarm and garden tools ... anything from a corn
E AROUND
chen syrup dispenser. Come in and BROWS
serve you and
through our store for your needs. We are here to
us!
to give you what you are looking for. Shop with

Home-Mad

Large pa
Op

RAY'
Open till 11: p.

Now! Let us supply you with a

Closeout ... While It Lasts!

Just Arrived! Five-Tube

STOVE or HEATER

KEM - TONE

Sonora Portables

$10.95 to $14.95
2-Eye laundry heaters
Heaters
One-Room, Bathroom-size Savoil
$12.50
$36.95
Two-burner Savoil Heaters
for
Several sizes and styles in electric heaters
all purposes.
Several used heaters on hand; bargain prices

Still a good selection of colors.
This is the regular $3.69-per-gallon paint!
OUR SPECIAL CLOSEOUT PRICE:

These are combination battery and electric
sets; modern 2-tone brown plastic case. Start
your LAY AWAY for Christmas!

$1.99 gal

39.95 (Plus Batteries)

BATTERIES

Dandy Flashlights

Mrs. Charles Lowe, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt Hall and
family visited Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Ruble Sunday in Troy,
Tenn.
Sunday night visitors of Mr.
arid Mrs. Wyatt Hall were Mr.
and Mrs. Omar Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Ardell Burcham
of Jordon, Ky., were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
Burcham.
Little Jane Bobbit Lowe is
quite ill.
Charlie Morgan of Ilsley, Ky.,
and Raymond McGregor of Dawson Springs, Ky., spent a few
hours with Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Jones Sunday.
Mrs. Mattie Rogers left Sunday
for a few weeks visit with her
daughtor, Mrs. Jack Raymond in
Memphis.
Ernest Lowe spent the last
few days in Memphis on business.
Mrs. John Matthews spent
Monday and Tuesday in Newburn
Tenn., with relatives.
Rev. J. W. Smith remains a ,
bout the same.

Lett

HEATING STOVE NEEDS
Stove boards .. Pipe ... Elbows .. Joints,
Scuttles .. Shovels .. Dampers, . Etc.
Just Received!
SESSIONS ELECTRIC "Teapot" CLOCKS
for lcitchen use.
Six lively colors to choose.
$4.95

)
',or"

Flashlight Batteries
Radio Batteries
All kinds and sizes; see us for your battery
needs.
RAY-0-VAC "A" AlkID "B" PACICS
These batteries are guaranteed for 1000
.
hours; regularly sold at $5.95; our limited
$5.50
special price

Radio Repair
24-Hour
Service
In Today — Out Tomorrow
We have a complete line of
tubes, parts, etc.
Free Pickup and Delivery

Chrome, all-metal case; pre-focused; Ray-0Vac quality. Complete with batteries

I(

:

DRI

Depot Streel

"TH
CO

2-Cell (22b)

each $1.65

al

3-Cell (32r)

each $1.95

Bendix ann
matic wad

New Selections Arriving Daily!

Its secret
—the flexible
revolutionize
aqueeze-dryii

The Wond
too! Makes
automatic w:
•Wondertub

Our stocks of Popular and Classical

Records and Albums
are now displayed for your selection; we are carrying current
HIT PARADE NUMBERS in stock every.week.

$17

INCLUDES NORP

On
21

DOES

BEP
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came to Detroit about 23 years
ago. So you see I do love my pap- 1
er from home. As I read Pilot
Oak and Water Valley news, I
know quite a few people there.
I sure do love to read in your
paper, The Mississippi Plantation Life, in your paper of September 30, 1949 I sure did love
that lettey from her. Would you
send me her name and address,
she is a good Christian woman,I
love to write to people like her.
Those (2) two verses are so true.
You will find your check for 1
year subscription.
May God Bless all of you at
home. If you ever need prayer
let me know, or write to Rev.
Weinziere. We will be glad to
pray for you.
Mrs. Walter Barnhard
30724 Grand River
Farmington, Mich.
(Editors Note: Address Mottle
Dear at Alligator, Miss.)

Letters To The Editors
Farmington, Michigan
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Westpheling,
Fulton County News
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Westphelings:
I am dropping you a few lines

to let you know how glad I am
of my paper from home. Yes I
am from Kentugky. I have a sister in Fulton, her name is Mrs.
W. W. Batts.
I lived in Paducah before I

ARMY SURPLUS
The Regular Army M-1
Field Jacket. Slightly used
and PRICEDTO SELL AT

s4"

Forrester's Shoe Shop
FULTON, KY

204 MAIN STREET

singing, "I'll Fly Away." The
fifteenth
Scripture was the
Chapter of St. John the fourth
i verse. The subject was "The
Matchless of God." He sure
preached a wide awake sermon.
If these preachers go to Hell
they ought to go because they
'snow. Bro. Willie Table and Bro.
'James Bryant raised $5.30 in the
public offering. Bro. George
Brown give me five cents to put
in the public collection on and
bought one of my papers. God
bless him. The money raised in
the envelopes for the church was
$40.10.
Now I have finished my sixth
bale of cotton and just as soon
Eddie Castor wakes with the as it gets gin I will try to meet
glib ad us on WLW-NBC's "Take Mr. Joe Thompson, our bookIt or Lame It^ Sundays at 10 p.m., keeper, and stand the test.

of the year. Anyway, you can
always call one of the stores, or
better still, call Bill over at the
Silver Spring office.
Say hello to everyone for us.
Sincerely,
SELWYN GIFFORD

I am asking for the prayers
from all of the good people, white
and black that I may come out
alright, we are having some unfavorable weather now for cotton picking. But the Lord knows
best. So now I will say Be thou
faithful until death.

Editor
County News
Fulton, Kentucky
Editor;
Being a seaman by trade and
Ed's Note: Thanks, and the
Accurate
my love for water ways I make
latch string is always on the outthe following suggestion.
side for you at Fulton, too.
WORICM.ANSHIP
A lake as new and beautiful as
At Low Cost
Kentucky Lake, in time to come, Mrs. Johanna Westpheling
Watches, ()locks and Time
will be known Nation wide and Fulton, Kentucky
Pieces of All Kinds Accurateeventually become one of the Dear Mrs. Westpheling;
at Low Coat by—
famous lakes of North America.
I sure enjoy reading the Ful- ly Repaired
Therefore a great deal of com- ton County News of Fulton, Ky.
EWS
ANDR
mon sense and thought should I believe that I can sell some of
Jewelry Com
be used in naming Kenutcky your papers if you send rile a
Lake. Furthermore, the Coast package of them. You sure is
Guard should be consulted as to
yo sure prin s
maintaining a U. S. Coast Guard all of my write up. My people
by
caused
station to stop deaths
just prints a part of it.
persons who do not know safety
Is you going to send a birthday
disreand
ways
of
water
rules
present? I can see in your paper
gard all advise of same.
that some church news m it.
If the Lake is to change names That is so sweet.
either leave it as it is or rename
Love to your husband.
I
tit KyTenn Lake, which is only
Your colored friend,
cutting its proper name short.
MATTIE M. DEAR
Yours,
H. B. GUILL
FULTON ROUTE 4
Wingo, KY.
Joyce Cruce, Cor.

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME
408 &filings Street

Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer.

For Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Ina

We Want To Buy Your:
WHITE AND YELLOW CORN
SWEET POTATOES
SOY BEANS
HIGHEST MARKET PRICF,S!

44.

Washington, D. C.
Fulton County News
Fulton, Ky.
Dear Jo;
Enclosed is my check for the
News for another year. We
couldn't do without the hometown newspaper to find out what
is going on. We do enjoy the paper. There
is a mad scramble every Monday
morning for the front porch to
see who gets the News first.
Be sure to look me up if and
when you do get over here. We
still haven't been able to get a
phone, but expect to by the first

Delicious Sandwiches:
Hamburgers
Hot Dogs
Home-Made Chili
Curb seivice
Large parking lot
Opposite 0, K• Laundry

RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP
RAY HUNTER, Owner

Open till 11: p. m.

Memory Lives
In Pictures

ICE-D WINES
WHISKEY
GIN
lit'N1

For yourself,
for your family,
for your friends
. . a picture
says more than
a thousand
words!

LIQUERS

Make an Appoint Today.

DRIVE-IN LIOUOR STORE
Depot Street

Fulton

"Buck Bushart"

Gardner's Studio
212 Commercial
Phone 693

Fulton

"THE WASHER THAT
EN"
COULDN'T HAPP
believe!
at a price you won't

Mrs. Robert Myers and daughter Ruth Ann spent Saturday
night with her mother and father, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Bob Tanner of Hornbeak.

THE mew omookimiew
Air -4441440,
new from
cover to osier! You'll libe Orr,
I
;
*dem ileollaress

Edna Hicks spent Friday night ,
with Mr. and Mrs. Horace Lynch!
of Harris, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruce and {
Junior
Aileen, Mr. and Mrs.
Cruce visited Mr. and Mrs. Vance
Hicks Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl W. Hutchison spent the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. Les Cruce.

4114

Oh, yes I made my way to the
Azion MBC, pastored by the Bev.
D. Steven. Service conducted by
the officers then the ushers done
their duty. The Rev. A. T. Krost
offered a fervent prayer over
the poor saint offering. Rev. O.
W. Webster read the Scripture
Lesson. Rev. Sam Jenkin prayed
then the Rev. D. Steven rose

$1 799
INSTALLATION!
INCLUDES NORMAL
COSTS LESS TO BUY!
NO BOLTING DOWN!
G!
SPINNIN
NO
!
NO WRINGER
MAKE!

E! SEE IT HERE!
DOES SO MUCH! COSTS SO LITTL

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main St.

LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
Our Specialty:
WE CLEAN ALL TYPES OF FIELD SEED,
SUCH AS JAP, KOREAN, KOBE,
SERICEA,ETC.
We have a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing and Metal Roofing.

A. C. BUTTS AND SONS
Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

Illisligem gra.
allsses. 111.

1
lAdkel.
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t
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Well, I do thank the Lord Jesus that I am yet alive. My health
is not much today. I has the
toothache and I am afraid to
has it pulled. But I suppose I'll
have to make it up in my mind
to have it pulled. Anything that
you undertake to do is just a
mind make up and if you never
make it up in your mind to do
a thing it is hard to do. But just
as soon as your mind is made up
it eoFfitt eaRy.

PROMPT
ATTENTION!

Fulton, Ky.

All Kinds Of

The Writings Of
Mattie Dear

WE MAKE
YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
LIKE NEW

TO

RYE, WINTER
SEED WHEAT,
TURF OATS; ALL ICI.DS OF SEEDS FOR
FALL SOWING.

Mississippi Plantation Life:

years!

COSTS LESS

We can sweeten it with molasses.

•-

Mr. and Mrs. W. Russell Cruce,
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce visited Mr. and Mrs. John Richard
Cruce Jr. Sunday night of Union City.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. McMackins
visited Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Cruce Sunday.

Wondertub*
Its secret is the utterly different
y, that
metexalo
magic
of
made
—the flexible tub
and
revolutionizes automatic washing, draining
squeeze-drying.
many expensive parts,
The Wondertub eliminates
the simplest, lowest price
too! Makes the Economat
world.
the
in
washer
automatic

Only $18.00 Down!
21 Months To Pay!

WE DO GRINDING AND MIXING
and we fix it like you want it!

2Se
ea year
suntasteeed

Bendix announces the newest, simplest automatic washer at the world's lowest price!

•Wonderikb guaranteedfor five

R lph Breeden
Apprentrce Funeral Director

P. C. Jones,

A 1110.5,K_Orrg

HOT

Ann Whitnel
Licensed Funeral Director

In today and out tomorrow.
That's what 95 percent of our
customers get when they bring
their sets to us tor service.
Our modern shop and complete parts stock make it possible. Just phone 401 or bring
in your set.

CITY ELECTRIC
And Tire Company
205 Commercial Ave.

FOR THIS GENUINE FULLSIZE FEATURE-PACKED
1949 HOTPOINT RANGE!

Get World-Famous Calrod
Units, Hi-Speed Broiler
And Many More Outstanding Hotpoint Features!
Again—Hotpoint sets the pace
with the greatest range value
on the market. It's a brand new
1949 Automatic Electric Range
—full-size, feature-packed and
priced within reach of every
home. Look at all the great
features you get with Hotpoint!

MOOR 111-31

• Fast-starting Calrodl Units!

WHY WAIT!

• 4200-watt Hi-Speed Broiler I

Those big savings
you'v is wanted aro
HERE! C-mne In r.ow—
see Hotpoint's 1940
Kitchen and P - *.108
Laundry Appl.

ion,
• 1-piece body, all-steel construct
Chart!
• Deepwell Cooker•Cooking
Measure!
Broiler
&
Guide
• Oven Rack
finish!
• Acid-resisting top, porcelain

BENNETT ELECTRIC
Fulton, Ky.

217 Main St.
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ANC): Why buy an unknown I
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WEDNESDAY
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make. second hand piano from
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dent, presided over the business
A temporary descontinuance
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Woodwork Shop, Lake
session and during the session a
CARD OF THANKS
of passenger train service beextension, Fulton.
motion was made and carried
We wish to acknowledge in all
tween Union City and Nashville,
that the club have a food sale
to become effective last WednesATTENTION Farmers and Lum- sincereity the great response and
November 5 at the Kentucky
berman. We are now in the contributions of our friends in
McConaughey Conde, Yowarsky, McDermott, Utilities office. A film on Better day, was announced by the N.C.
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Bryant;
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Laslie,
Head
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and
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very
informative and
Passenger Train No. 6, which
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Leskovar, Burnett, Coach OsFollowing the lunch hour, Mrs. 6:10 p. m. from Nashville and
Also to the doctor's and nurses
See us now for grades. and
Coach Fred Bondurant, recreational Bruceton was discontinued on
Gain, Moseley, Pope, Schaffnit, ilton, Zaranka, Brtioks, Bentley; borne, Coach Allen,
prices. Will also buy all white of the Haws Hospital and espec- Truman; Row 2, Howe, Wanna- Row 5, Lukowski, Vance, Rogers, Brooks, Coach Underwood, Coach leader, conducted two games,
reaching Hickman Tuesday.
Hickory logs, 42" long. Clin- ially to Miss Ann Whitnel and maker, Netoskie, Holway, Geni- Werner, Porter, Idleman, Framp- Atkinson; Row 8, Coach Moseley,
ton Hickory Handle Blank Div. her associates in their courtious to, Webb, Woddell, Phelps; Row ton, Parilli, ignarslai; Row 6, Trainer Burger.
LaPierre-Sawyer Handle Co., efficient service and Mrs. -Cecil
•
Clinton, Ky. (near Sales Barn) Burnette who rendered very apON FOOTBALL TEAM
propriate music.
tising 69 years ago in Fulton:
Mrs. E. M. Oakes Passes
Leo Wheatley, manager.
T. W. STALLINS
Capt. Shields (Clinton DemoAway In Barnes Hospital
AND FAMILY
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
crat), Elders J. W. Higby and
until winter's early darkness slips up on you
and automatic models, $124.95 SECOND HAND clothes: 50 wool Cooke; Miss Lena Stubblefield;
friends of Rev. E. M.
The
many
CHECK THE WINDOWS IN YOUR HOME,
Murrells; Mrs. Ayers;
and up. Sales and service.
Oakes, former pastor of the First
skirts for 25c, shoes from 10c Mr. BartStubblefied, Ed Grief, Alex
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
EFICE, BUSINESS AND AUTOMOBILE
Church here are
Christian
to $1.00 and crepe dresses 50c John
William M. Boyd, Prof.
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sympathies.
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CALL US FOR FREE ESTIMATE.
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Walker, young Billy Meadows,
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John A. Wilson,
Howard,
J.
P.
wife, who passed away at Harm,
ton.
any kind of woodwork; frames
Mrs. William P. Nolen, Mrs. Ruth
Hospital in St. Louis, Wedne,
doors, boats, cabinets, etc.
C. Watts, H. D. Murphey and Co.,
day morning.
Phone 909
Bruce Woodwork Shop, Lake
Dr. J. R. Luten, R. A. Miokel,
Mrs. Oakes had been ill for
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street extension, Fulton.
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learn-time.
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Per
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$5,
and
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St.
Railroad, Chicago,
tools; Repair clocks, sewing
day (Friday) in Harrisburg, Ill..
Morris
&
railroad.
Orleans
New
Phone 55
machines, lawn mowers, gas
where the couple had been living
Taylor (butchers), F. W. Frey
motors, guns of any kind and
since leaving Fulton more than
Gambill
(proM.
(bakery),
J.
numerous other things.
a year ago.
First time in your city. Not to be classed
duce,) Crossland & Freeman (atLeonard Holland. Located rear
with
Gypsies. World's star American palmist
(undertakWade
Joe
torneys),
Newsprints—
of Laird-Gossum welding shop,
Educators Endorse
ing & furniture). Rev. G.W.Flowand life adviser. Without any question this
(Concnuea rrorn page one)
Fulton.
(continue ':rozn page one)
ers, (Fulton academy and high
remarkable lady reveals your entire life from.
AUTO GLASS installed while ber 11, 1890, which we are care- school), Wm. Ashley (tailor). Mama
nfancy to old age, giving names, dates fact‘
BILLY MAC ONE, sophomore teachers next week and explain
you wait. Satisfaction guaran- fully binding and placing in our etc., etc.,
from Fulton, plays end on the to them the Governor's position
nd guides you to success, health and hapteed. Fulton Paint and Glass files.
All in all, there are eight Murray State football team. He and assurance that there would
piness. She gives true advice on all affair's
Co. Phone 909.
Complete, catalogued files of closely-printed pages of news is 19 years old, weighs 180 lbs., be no lessening of funds for
of life. If your business is unsuccessful, if
QUICK SERVICE Launderall; publications
often
represent and advertising reflecting long- and stands 6 feet 1 inch tall. He county school purposes.
your health is not so good, if you are in trouble
your washing beautifully done priceless historical arid research forgotten life around Fulton. Per- is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Under the law as it now
of any kind, see this truly gifted lady,. she
in one hour. West State Line, data for a community, and since haps at it later date, we can re- Bone, Church street.
stands, Mr. Lawson explained, 90
causes speedy and happy marriages. She is
Phone 156.
there is no printed, compiled his- print it all in condensed form.
per cent of the school fund goes
seventh aug er born with double veil. Satisfaction guaiantory of Fulton that we know of,
to the counties on basis of the
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
WANTED: Country hams. Cur- these old papers will someday
teed or no charge. Special reading 50c. Hours 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
"Everlasting Punishment" is number of pupils enrolled in the
rent market prices paid. comb in extremely handy.
daily and Sunday. All welcome, white and colored. Located in
the
propaed
Flowers, Friends ... the subject of the Lesson-Sermon various districts. If
R.MITH'S CAFE, Fulton.
pullman trailer on Highway 116, State Line street, east of FulWe have recently heard of sevwhich will be read in all Chris- amendment passes, 75 per cent
ton at Star Cafe, Fulton, Ky.
(Continued from page one)
HOSPITAL BEDS, fracture beds, eral instances where attics were
tian Science clmrches throughout of the school fund will go to the
counties on the pupil census baswheel chairs, WALKERS for cleaned out and old, old copies
the world on Sunday.
JO_
rant.'Get).-Backer, Paducah, Ky. of early Fulton papers were disThe Golden,text is: "The Lord is, while the balance of 25 per
covered . .. and thrown away Loretta Nix of Indianapolis, Mr. is far from the, wicked: but he cent will be distributed in such
-1).1.1-114)01)AVA4,
4)-1)-1)0 •$ A)-1,4)-11-1,1
RUG BINDING: Paducah Serv- One attic, we were told, contain- and Mrs. Reginald Johnson told heareth the prayer of the_right- manner as the General AssemPhone
Tennessee,
'2723
ice Co.
ed a whole stack of them.
son, Jack of Memphis, Mrs. eous." (Prov. 15:29).
bly may determine.
5118. Paducah, Ky.
We think so much of these old Grace Davis of Louisville, Mr.
Among the citations which The new amendment would lioFROZEN FOOD lockers avail- papers that we are willing to go and Mrs. Paul Pickering of comprise the ksson-Sermon is eralize the provision for distrito great lengths and much tro- Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. J. R. As- the following from the Bible: bution State school funds on othable; $13 year. DeMyer Marabl • to get them. if we can be kew of Nashville, Rev. and Mrs. "Behold, happy is the man whom er than the per capita basis, thus
ket, Phone 113.
permi".^d to carefe"y and se- Howard E axter and children, God correcteth: therefore des- affording counties like Fulron an
to receive mor,
11USTY WATER eliminated with curely bind them, cealogue them John and Jane of Mayfield, Mr. pise not thou the chastening of opportunity
funds for school purposes.
the Watson Clarification sys. and place them in our files for and Mrs. W. T. Scott of Union the Almighty." (Job 5:17).
-tem. The owner of any home keeping.
City, Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Alex
If any of our readers ever ander, Clinton, Rev. and Mrs. J
ran have rusty water changed
come
across
copies
of
Fulton
pa1094-W-1;
to clear water. Call
B. Porter and son, Johnny, Mi
the Watson Company, Union pers, particularly the Fultonian, and Mrs. W. T. William and
and
wish'to
give
them
to
our
liFulton.
Highway,
City
children, Clinton, Mrs. B. C. Cox.
brary after they are finished with
City. IVIr. and Mrs. C. C
WE HAVE just received a new them, we will greatly appreciate Union
'Memphis.
supply of wrapping and pack- it,•and will pay expenses involV- F'orrest,
age materials for home freez- ed if they are mailed in from out
Mrs. R. E. Pickering, being th,
, Y•
ers. Bags, cups, pint, quart of town. „
oldest member of the church Wa'
boxes and etc. Paul Nailling
Here are a few of the names presented the beautiful anniverImp. Co., Fulton, Ky.
mentioned in news and adver- ,.arv cake.
4)e //
NOTICE: I will make buttonholes at my home. Phone
1337-J. Mrs. Covella Arnold.
/4,-t/

Kentucky's Mighty Wildcats
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WHY WAIT?

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY

EARLE HOTEL

50

SEE THE NEW
Chaitsler and Plymouth now on l
display at the KING MOTOR CO.
We have for sale the following: I
reconditioned and guaranteed:

""'

50'

•
•
•

#

USED CARS

1936 C'-evrolet
$175.00
1948 Plvmouts spc. delux. r. & h.
1938 Doclr'e 4-door
$375.00
1938 Plymouth 4-door - $395.00
1946 Chevrolet 2-door $1095.00
1946 Ford
$1095.00
Super Deluxe 2-door.
1947 Ford
$1195.00
Super Deluxe 4-door.
1948 Plymouth, 4 door. .
1947 Jeen 4 wheel drive with hydraulic lift and plow
$595.00
SEE THESE GOOD USED CARS
BEFORE YOU BUY

KING MOTOR CO.
111 Carr Street

Phone 12(17

FOR SALE: Litteton seed wheat
Ready to sow. Neal
ward.
FOR SALE: Tulip bulbs, in red,
yellow, lavender also hyacinth
in blue, pink, and white. Prices
lower than last year but bulbs
are the same large size. Scotts
Floral Shop, Fulton, Ky.
FREE
FLOWING WATER
WELL drilled. Pumps installed.
Rural, • industrial, municipal.
Third generation drillers. Parks
Drilling
Company,
Martinl
Highway, across from Shaw
Donut Shop, South Fulton,
Phone 933.
BROTHER, if you want a hat,
go to a haberdasher; if you
want beans, go to a beanery;
but i' you want a MILK COW,
see me. S. S. BROWN, c-o Fulton Pure Milk Company.

D417
4

•
.
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44-.

ARE PLENTIFUL ON OUR
NEW USED CAR LOT
101 FOURTH STREET
(Next to the J. I. Case building)

Here are some of our ears on hand:
Two 1948 Chevrolet 2-door Fleetlines.
One 1948 Chevrolet Coupe.
One 1947 Dodge 21/—ton truck.
One 1946 Chevrolet Stylemaster 2-door.
One 1939 Plymouth 2-door.
Plenty of cheap '36 and '37cars, all priced to sell.
The House
of the

USED CARS

-

•

a... •

Your Chevrolet Dealer the past 25 years
Fourth Street
110 Lake Street

Voters

Congressr
Fame Of
Harry Snyder, who writes
"Kentuckians in Washington" for
the Frankfort (Ky.) Star-Journal
recentlj reported an incident that
revealed the seat of the pants
industry of the world. The story
was told about the First 1)istrict's own Noble Gregtiry and
is as follows:If Mayfield, Ky., isn't known
the world over it isn't the fault
of Rep. Noble Gregory.
He did 'his best on that score
oo his rkent visit to Eurojie, he
diticlosed upon his return ti. the
capital.
The big pitch came when he
was interviewed bj• Spanish reporters after two tor his !raveling
companions. Ittps. Keogh (I)-N
V) and Richards (11-SC), were
victims of 'a theft.
Richards lost his trousers when
Shelves plied their trade on a
train between Barcelona and Bil-

MRS. CANTRELL DIES
AFTER LONG ILLNESS

Death came to a wonderful
v,:oman and a fine and devoted
Christian Wednesday night at
the Jones Hospital when Mrs.
Mary Boyd Cantrell, widow of
the late R. M. Cantrell passed away after a long illness.

Born in Rumsey, Ky., on May
2, 1870 she spent her girlhood in
that little community and united
with the Baptist Church at he
age of 11. A tireless church worker and a humanitarian she was
loved by all with whom she
came in contact. In 1895 she married Mr. Cantrell, whose home
was in Charlotte. S. C. To this
union two children were born:
one daughter, Mrs. Ivor Parham
of Fulton survives.
In 1924 she moved here with
her family and took her place in
the religious and soctal life of
this community. In 192-5 the
couple adopted a seven year old
boy, W'1OM they named Ralph
anci who survives the deceased.
Two grandchildren also survive. Funeral services are incomplete pending the arrival of Mr.
Cantrell, who is stationed with
the Air Corps in Panama. The
body will remain at the Hornbeak Funeral 'Home until time
for the funeral.

Fulton Cafe Whets
Palate of Sports
And Gourmets, Too!

NEW
Bonner Gr.

famous

ARRIV ALS

for good fit, wonderful wear
and tiny prices.
from our new collection, this
multifilament crepe slip. Four gore,
trimmed with delicate lace.
Block, pink, whit*. Sizes 32-44.

$2.98

DEPARTMENT

The witching hour can be your hour if you
wear lovely Claussner Nylons. They are
as gossamer as spun cobwebs and proportioned for a smoother fit. Come in and see
the new shades for Fall and Winter. You'll
like the price, t,00!
• 51 GAUGE
* 15 DENIER
• SIZES 8-11

With a lifetime guarantee

CITY MOTOR COMPANY

Volume Eighteen

Same good tune, different
words. This time the fame of
Smith's Cafe as an eating place
has spread to Clarksdale, Miss.
(ed's home town) and Popular
Bluff, Mo., who wired the restaurant that they would have
their football teams stop and
have a meal at the eating emporium.
Clarksdale's team will eat
here Saturday en route to Paducah to play there Saturday
night, and Missouri Methodist
College will stop Friday eta route
to a football engagement wth
Bethel College at McKenzie.
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•
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MADAM SMITH

The Preferred
Reading In Most
Ken-Tenn Homes

ROBERTS STORE
41?, LAKE ST

FULTON

'1"

Roberts Store
422 Lake St.

Fulton, Ky.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Craddock
announce the birth of a 6 pound,,
11 ounce baby girl, Deborah Ann,
born October 31 at the Fulton
Hospital.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cooper an-1
nounce the birth of a 7 pound,
8 ounce daughter, Sarah Jean,'
born November 1 at the Fulton
Hospital.
.Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Craig, 848
Apple Street, Poplar Bluff, Ark.,
are the parents of a baby girl
born October 27. Mrs. Craig is
the ,former Martha Ann Finch,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
Finch of St. Louis and Fulton.
E. D. Keiser has returned from
a business trip to St. Louis.

